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The future is always
getting closer...

It’s not like the old days…
What the future holds is a fitting theme when you’re sitting in a
plane, heading towards something new – and hopefully exciting. This
issue is peppered with articles about what we need to know about
tomorrow and the day after that, and while the precise details of such
predictions are sometimes as variable as a politician’s scruples in the
lead-up to an election, it’s clear that we cannot sit still – in business,
sustainability, education and environmental terms, among others.
It’s unavoidable that IT (information technology, not the Stephen
King clown) is going to be the field in which qualifications will be
most valuable (see page 32). And it will play a major role in our
physical and mental health (see pages 40 and 70, respectively), as
well as in how we market our businesses (see page 36 and 46) and
much more.
For now, though, don’t stress. Order another drink from your flight
attendant and relax. The present can be pretty good, as it happens.
Bruce Dennill
Editor
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The average number of thunderstorms in progress
around the world at any given time.

are driving the way forward in
terms of expectations when it
comes to travel, with the ‘future
of hospitality’ pegged as being
an “intersection of three things:
Youth, technology and emerging
markets”, according to Michel
Rochat, CEO of EHL Group.
Source: bbc.com

TRAVEL

ENVIRONMENT

Two Oceans comes
out tops
The Two Oceans Aquarium in
Cape Town has won Gold at
the 2019 African Responsible
Tourism Awards. The facility,
which is a certified Diamond
member of the Heritage
Environmental Rating
Programme, is constantly
striving to maintain its
sustainability and has clear
targets in place to reduce its

water and energy consumption,
limit its waste production and
minimise its carbon footprint. In
line with this the aquarium has
installed solar panels, switched
their toilet systems over to use
seawater, run social media
campaigns to encourage people
to save water and introduced
a waste management
system that recycles more
than half their waste.
Source: aquarium.co.za

The rise of the new
traveller
Between 2017 and 2036, the
number of airline passengers
worldwide is expected to
grow by 4.7%. This is due to
accessibility and the increase
of the economic middle class
in emerging markets. The
2019 Top 10 Hospitality Trends
published by
claims that global
tourism is booming and travel
has become more accessible
in countries where GDP is
increasing quickly. South Africa
seems to be benefitting from
this too. The 2017/2018 annual
report by the Department of
Tourism said that in Africa,
tourist arrivals grew by around
8%. On top of that, millennials

BIZARRE

How irresponsible
The Australian government
has had to learn the hard way
the value of a good editor…
Their latest A$50 note contains
a typo – the word ‘responsibility’
is spelt ‘responsibilty’. And by
the time they realised it was
too late – they had printed
around 46 million of them.
The Reserve Bank of Australia
has acknowledged the blunder
and said that it will be fixed
for future print runs. Aside
from this faux pas the notes
are actually impressive – they
feature Australia’s first female
member of parliament, Edith
Cowan, and the background,
though it looks like grass, is
in fact rows of text taken from

60,000
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The number of times larger the star
Antares is than our sun.

her first speech to parliament:
“It is a great responsibility
to be the only woman here,
and I want to emphasise the
necessity which exists for
other women being here.”

The average number of people who choke
to death on their pens each year.

INNOVATION

This article first appeared in
Very Interesting Issue 47.
Go to coolmags.co.za to
subscribe or magzter.com for
the digital edition.

Stretchy sweat-powered
battery made out of
fabric

Source: bbc.com

TRAVEL

Safety first
If you travel to Namibia and
happen to find yourself in a
spot of trouble, fear not – you
can now contact PAC Nam. This
public information project is
designed to help visitors with
safety guidance, crime, accidents
and road incidents. It provides
a one-stop helpline that, for a
small donation fee, can get you
the assistance you need. The
project is helping to fund the
Namibian Marshall Rangers, an
NPO who are first-responders
throughout the country and
assist the police and emergency
services, as well as the antipoaching unit. The rangers are
experienced in first aid and
accident and incident control.
Source: Namibcowboy.com

S

oon you could be charging your smartphone
with your sweaty socks. A team at Binghamton
University, State University of New York, have
created a fabric-based, bacteria-powered
biobattery that could be integrated into wearable
electronics.
According to the team, the microbial fuel cells
could be powered by sweat generated by the
human body, and produce more electricity than
previous textile biobattery designs, which could be
useful for wearables. “There is a clear and
pressing need for flexible and stretchable
electronics that can be easily integrated with a
wide range of surroundings to collect real-time
information,” said research lead Dr Seokheun
Choi. “If we consider that humans possess more
bacterial cells than human cells in their bodies,
the direct use of bacterial cells as a power
TECHNOLOGY

SKA success
An international consortium of
computing specialists, led by the
University of Cambridge (UK), have
completed the engineering design
work of the Science Data Processor
for the Square Kilometre Array

resource interdependently with the human body is
conceivable for wearable electronics.”
The fuel cells use Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a
small rod-shaped bacterium, along with a pair of
electrodes coupled with a silver and silver oxide
solution to produce electricity. The fuel cells were
able to generate electricity in a stable manner,
even when subjected to the stretching and twisting
exhibited over a long lifetime.

(SKA) Radio Telescope. Tasked
with designing the computing
hardware platforms, software and
algorithms needed to process
science data into astronomical
images, the team managed to pass
the Critical Design Review and was
congratulated on their world-class

design work. The SKA SDP will be
composed of two supercomputers
– one in Cape Town and one in
Perth, Australia. The end product
will allow us to monitor the
sky in unprecedented detail.
Source: skatelescope.org
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The distance the edge of the Niagara Falls has moved
backwards due to erosion over the last 10,000 years.

TO-DO
LIST
• Ndumiso Lindi
Ndumiso Lindi’s deep
voice, soul-warming
smile, booming
laughter, original
content and
seamless
delivery will
inspire bellylaughs with his
new comedy
show Boys Don’t
Cry In July. Auto
& General Theatre on
the Square, Sandton,
from 23 to 27 July.
theatreonthesquare.co.za
• Madagascar – A
Musical Adventure Jr
Join Alex the Lion,
Marty the Zebra,
Melman the Giraffe,

Theatre on the Bay, 3 to 13 July.
pietertoerien.co.za

Gloria the Hippo and, of course, the
plotting penguins as they bound
onto stage. Madagascar – A Musical
Adventure Jr is directed by Jill Girard
and Keith Smith, with musical direction
by Dale Scheepers, musical staging
by Sandy Richardson and set and
lighting design by Grant Knottenbelt.
People’s Theatre until 4 August.
joburgtheatre.com

• Family Secrets
A bittersweet comedy in which
mother and son (Dorothy Ann Gould
and Sven Ruygrok) find each other
at a watershed moment in their
lives, and divulge secrets as they
face a decision which will change
their lives forever. Family Secrets
is written by Enrico Luttmann
and directed by Alan Swerdlow.

• The Big 5 Comedy Show
Soak up the laughs with Stuart Taylor,
John Vlismas, Schalk Bezuidenhout,
Tats Nkonzo and Kurt Schoonraad.
The show takes place in the Teatro
at Montecasino on 26 and 27 July.
computicket.com

4cm

1/100

How far forward the Queen Elizabeth 2 liner
moves for each litre of fuel consumed.
TECHNOLOGY

Girl gamers
If your daughter came to you
and said she wanted to be a
gamer for a living, what would
your reaction be? In terms of
up-and-coming careers, gaming
is a good option. International
e-sport superstars, like Sasha
‘Scarlet’ Hostyn and Katherine
‘Mystik’ Gunn, earned some
R4.5 million and R1.8 million in
winnings per tournament
respectively. On the local
front, Julia ‘Bish’ Robson
is passionate about
furthering female
participation in the
field and started
the first
sponsored
all-female

CS:GO team in South Africa
in 2017. Though South Africa
still has a long way to go to be
competitive with more gamingestablished countries, the
industry is growing every year.
Julia points out the international
trend for digital e-sport viewing
is catching on here, as well as
commercial gaming (like Fortnite).
Source: acer.com

BUSINESS

Steinhoff scandal deepens
South African retailer Steinhoff’s
woes seem never-ending, with
a recent damning PwC report
finding that it had overstated its
profits for many years, amounting
to fraud of around R108
billion. Since the story broke in

The portion of a second
defined as a ‘jiffy’.

December 2017, it has arguably
become South Africa’s biggest
corporate scandal and has seen
the resignation of several of
the company’s top executives,
including chief executive Markus
Jooste. The company’s market
value has devalued by R216
billion, according to reports.
Though the company has
agreed to cooperate fully with
any investigations, the police
have yet to press criminal
charges – having waited for the
recently released PwC report.
Source: Uk.reuters.com

ENVIRONMENT

Female first
Samara Private Game Reserve
has appointed its first formally

accredited female tracker. Justa
Frans achieved over 90% for her
level three tracking qualification
at the S.A.C.T Tracker Academy
and is now interning at Samara.
She was one of only two females
studying the course – the other,
Kelathlilwe Malaki, is now
seeking employment in her
home country of Botswana. And
it seems the pair have inspired
other females to venture into
the male-dominated field, as
two more women have signed
up in 2019. This will no doubt
please Samara co-founder, Sarah
Tompkins, who is passionate
about both conservation and
upskilling women, who make up
70% of Samara’s workforce.
Source: samara.co.za
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The percentage of a calorie
ingested when you lick a stamp.
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The future is now

Improved diagnostics for
disorder management
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Sanofi Genzyme, in
collaboration with the Centre
for Human Metabolomics
(CHM), which is affiliated
to North-West University,
has launched a groundbreaking initiative that will
allow for enzyme assay
analysis for lysosomal

storage disorders (LSDs) to
be performed in South Africa
for the first time with a quick
two-week turnaround time.
LSDs comprise approximately
50 genetic disorders, which
have a combined prevalence
of one in 7,000 to one in 8,000
live births. These conditions are

Booking their slot
The South African Radio
Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) recently announced
the selection of 38 South
African-led projects that
will use the MeerKAT radio
telescope in the Northern
Cape. These range from
studies of Proxima Centauri,
the nearest star to the sun,
to investigations of hydrogen
gas, the fuel that makes up
stars, halfway across the
universe. The leaders of these
projects range from students
to senior professors based at

10 South African universities
and National Research
Foundation National Facilities.
Ten years ago, with MeerKAT
in the planning stages, the
Department of Science and
Technology’s SKA South Africa
project issued a worldwide call
for proposals to use the future
telescope. Eight large projects
then selected will use twothirds of the available telescope
time. The remaining observing
time on the world-class
telescope is to be allocated
through periodic opportunities
for so-called ‘open time’

caused mainly by mutations in
genes encoding enzymes that
are involved in the lysosomal
degradation of intermediate
metabolites. The progressive
accumulation of these
metabolic products may cause
tissue and organ dysfunction
and premature death.
Sanofi Medical Head Dr Alicia
McMaster says diagnosing the
diseases is often challenging
as the age of onset and rate
of progression of the clinical
signs and symptoms are
variable and these conditions
often masquerade as other
diseases leading to frequent
misdiagnoses that often last
many years. Early diagnosis
will enable early treatment and
optimal patient outcomes.
Dr Rashem Mothilal, Head
of Sanofi Genzyme, says that
prior to the set-up of the local
LSD testing facility, most of the
specialised diagnostic tests for
LSDs were performed at either
European- or American-based
laboratories, which could take
up to eight weeks to complete.

This local testing initiative
commenced in 2017, with
the focus on expanding the
necessary infrastructure and
expertise at CHM. Laboratory
employees were trained at
international laboratories in
Europe and the USA where
they learnt the technique of
analysis for LSDs. Utilising and
expanding the CHM platform
resulted in the validation
of necessary diagnostic
methods (in collaboration with
international laboratories).
Dr Marli Dercksen, Head
Medical Scientist at CHM, says
patients with rare diseases
often have overlapping
signs and symptoms which
may be missed if only one
condition is tested for at a
time. For this reason, CHM
will use a multiplex test
which simultaneously tests
for six commonly occurring
LSDs with one sample.
This diagnostic service will
be available throughout
South Africa, ensuring
accessibility to everybody.

observing proposals. Following
a community-based review,
the projects announced
were selected from the 47
received in response to the

first MeerKAT open time call,
issued by SARAO in late 2018.
Twelve of the projects
are led by young
postdoctoral researchers.

“For decades St Helena was the secret of the South
Atlantic. One of the most remote inhabited islands in
the world. The key to her re-discovery - a new award
winning airport, built atop the stunning cliffs that flank
the Atlantic and the Island’s towering endemic cloud
forest. Suffused in history, character and charm, it was
described by TV personality, Tim Wannacott as “sunny
and scenically stunning” and the Saints as “some of
the most sociable and friendly people on this planet!”
Populated over centuries by Europeans, Chinese,
Asians and Africans, the 4600 ‘Saints’ as the Islanders
have become known, have forged a whole unique culture.
An infusion of a diverse heritage and a way of life the modern world is fast forgetting.
The Island holds an extraordinary natural legacy too. It’s 122km’s of ancient volcanic mass
offer some of the most striking and dramatic geology, supporting a network of local wild
life and home to a third of the British overseas territory endemic species. A pleasant year
round climate attracts migratory species like the Hump Back whale - a prominent winter
visitor and the magnificent summer whale shark which has sparked scientific interest.
The quality of life on St Helena also favours the World’s oldest living land creature.
Jonathan a giant 187 year old Seychelles tortoise has spent over 2 thirds of his life on the
grounds of the stately Plantation House, outliving many of the Islands former Governors.
St James Church too is the oldest Anglican church in the Southern Hemisphere, situated
only a stone’s throw from Jacobs Ladder. Built in 1829 as an inclined plane, Jacob’s ladder
sits 600ft high and is a gruelling 699 step climb. The reward? A fantastic vantage point of
lower Jamestown and views out across the vast Atlantic.
Other insightful expeditions leads to the French owned Properties where one of the most
historic prisoners lived in Exile. Napoleon’s last years are all reflected here including his first
burial site down in the peaceful Sane Valley – one of his tranquil frequented spots.
Up on the central ridge a short walk from Diana’s Peak, the highest point above sea level,
is the observatory of Edmund Halley the famed Astronomer who mapped much of the
Southern hemisphere stars from this location. The breath-taking St Helena night sky is so
dark, star gazing potential here is first class.
The network of walks, the off road experiences, the antique wrecks, the exquisite cuisine,
the phenomenal diving and marine encounters, the history and adventure all beckon to St
Helena. Mile after enchanting mile.

www.sthelenatourism.com
@visit.sthelena

@sthelenatourism
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PLETTENBERG BAY

above
beyond

Going
and

When driving into Plettenberg Bay from George the
views begin to look spectacular as you arrive in town. But
there are those pesky buildings that people live in and shop
at in the way, and slopes obscuring the pretty things. You
need to get higher, away from the N2 and the shopping
areas. And just after you pass through Plett central, a turn
to the left offers exactly that opportunity.
For more information
or to book a stay, go
to capesummervillas.
co.za.
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Sky Villa Boutique hotel is built on the site of an old
farmhouse and is now a striking modern edifice. All
the rooms are upstairs, adding another storey to the
position from which a perfect Plettenberg perspective
can be perused. The presidential suite, on the corner of
the building, offers the sort of vista usually dreamed up
in a special effects suite, with the Outeniqua Mountains
stretching out parallel to the front of the room and the
Keurbooms lagoon and beach to the right, with the
Robberg Peninsula looming across the blue bay – all
observed through floor-to-ceiling windows.

Hilltop hotel in Plettenberg Bay is a
gorgeous place to conceal yourself
from the world, or to indulge your
adventurous tendencies

Considering the slightly curtailed aspect from one
of the sea-facing rooms while on the phone, I am
distracted by a fast-moving, angular blob flashing back
and forth across the piece of sky I can see. It’s a peregrine
falcon, hunting – hotel guests are not the only ones who
appreciate the value of the elevation here.
You can go higher still, too. On the establishment’s
roof is the Sky Bar, which features a lounge and a
curiously shaped pool that’s just deep enough to take
the edge off the heat of the day if you’re visiting in
summer, or to sit in as you sip a cognac like an extra in
a Jay-Z music video.

Happy valley
Throw in a subterranean wine cellar (with a glass roof)
and an elegant dining room – where the menu includes
‘baby’ chickens that are more like teenagers in terms
of the generosity of the helpings – and suspicions that
leaving the property would be nothing less than foolish
begin to foment. However, ignoring the opportunities

Destination Plettenberg
• Sub Keurbooms: Champagne cruise and
standup paddling on the Keurbooms River.
standuppaddling.co.za
• Ocean Blue Adventures: Marine safaris

for interaction with the beauty of the surrounding
countryside is equally imprudent.
Down the hill and a literal ‘sho’t left’ away is the
Keurbooms River, accessible via the Plettenberg, A
Forever Resort that hugs the southern bank near its
mouth. At the jetty there, board a cruise boat with
Sup Keurbooms and head upriver, armed with a glass
of champagne. You won’t need the drink to settle
your nerves at all – the steep-sided valley blocks out
the wind, so the water is relatively calm whatever
the circumstances, and by law, because the area is a
protected nature reserve, boats are only allowed to crawl
along at a pace that hardly breaks the silence and which
doesn’t affect the swimming, hopping and crawling
creatures that share the space. Even for the generally
beautiful Garden Route, this is an intensely beautiful,
pristine location.
The mooring spot is at a place called Whiskey Creek
(don’t mix your drinks – stick to the bubbles) and after
sitting on a bench on the cruise part of the outing, the

around the bay, as well as other guided trails
and activities. oceanadventures.co.za
• The Bungalow: Boutique hotel right
on Hobie Beach. facebook.com/
thebungalowplett

chance to stand is welcome. It may also be wobbly, as
this is the part of the afternoon where you are introduced
to stand-up paddling, which soon proves to be either a
fantastically peaceful way to explore that stretch of river
or a guarantee of going for a refreshing swim in the
coffee-coloured water.

Seal siesta on the
rocks at Robberg.

Making a point
Sunrise over the wide spread of the bay is uncommonly
beautiful, with a misty haze forming a necklace along
the coastline and the hotel looking like it’s been dipped
in honey in the golden light.
In a thick bush with long cylindrical flowers, three
or four species of sunbird are grabbing an early repast.
My efforts at photographing them in the microscopic
pauses between their hyperactive feeding movements
are briefly interrupted by an alert waiter who is busy
setting up the dining room for breakfast. He has
correctly matched my face with the predilection for
cappuccinos I established the previous day, and has
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PLETTENBERG BAY

Take a 'marine game
drive' across the bay.

How to get there
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Airlink connects
George with Cape
Town and Durban.
Go to page 75 for
flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com

rustled one up to sustain me through my wanderings
in the gardens.
Said wanderings are not really sufficient preparation
for the day’s main activity, which is a hike around the
Robberg Peninsula – also a nature reserve, and one in
which you can see wildlife on land, in the air and in
the sea (that last from high cliffs or from beach level,
depending on where you are on the trail).
Again, it’s just a short drive from the hotel, and the
walk begins right at the parking lot where you step
out of the car. The trail is well-maintained, with steel
handrails in place where the most dangerous drop-offs
might otherwise cause stress. There is judicious use of
concrete as well, including small steps on expanses of
smooth stone and patches on pathways that would be
terribly eroded and damaged without these additions.
Your eyes will feel pampered with all the splendour on
offer – again, elevation is your friend; it feels like you can
see for 100km from the crest of the peninsula. Your nose
may feel less welcome, courtesy of the large resident seal
colony and the thick layer of guano they’ve covered the
sea-level rocks with. Watching them frolic in the waves
is an excellent excuse for catching a breather without
looking like a ninny to your fellow hikers. So I’ve heard.
It’s an excellent workout, and a post-walk rest is wellearned. Sky Villa has a sister establishment, The Bungalow
(compact and stylish), just off the sand at Hobie Beach,
and a delicious lunch and one or five drinks there as you
wind down from your exertions is a great idea.

A bay window
Now you’ve been up (the cliffs on Robberg) and down
(the Keurbooms River), all that remains is out – on the
waves. Ocean Blue Adventures is one of the companies
licenced to take a large (30-seater) open boat out across
the bay in search of dolphins, whales and other denizens
of the deep.
This is another pretty mellow activity, but for the
beginning of the excursion. The boat, on a trailer, is
accelerated into the waves by a powerful tractor. The
guide briefs you about the possibility of there being a
“bit of a splash”as the craft enters. That doesn’t take into
account – because it can’t, as each wave is different –
the size of the particular wave that arrives as the boat
hits the edge of the water. In our case, the result of the
calculation is a comprehensive drenching, rendering
the ponchos we were given in case of a possible rainfall
pointless. And very wet.
Robberg from the water is a different kind of
magnificent – and the seals are a lot closer – but
otherwise, this particular marine safari only yields a
single bottlenose dolphin and some different angles of
view on a number of designer properties. Like a drive
in a game reserve, results can’t be guaranteed, but the
feeling of being out on the water – and roaring back into
the beach at the end – makes it a worthwhile adventure
nonetheless.
Text and photography | Bruce Dennill

Extraordinary presents a distinctive collection of luxury lodges and hotels in Southern Africa. Extraordinary
boasts an impressive collection with properties located in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Botswana.

Black Rhino Game Lodge
Pilanesburg Nataional Park

Clifftop Exclusive Safari Hideaway
Welgevonden Game Reserve

Hamiltons Tented Camp
Kruger National Park

Hoyo Hoy Safari Lodge
Kruger National Park

Imbali Safari Lodge
Kruger National Park

Kwafubesi Tented Safari Camp
Waterberg

Mabula Game Lodge
Waterberg

Mjejane River Lodge
Kruger Nataional Park

Ngoma Safari Lodge
Chobe Botswana

Safari Plains
Waterberg

The Cape Milner
Cape Town

Victoria Falls Safari Club
Zimbabwe

www.extraordinary.co.za | res@extraordinary.co.za | +27 (0)11 516 4367
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KIMBERLEY

Etched

in stone

It’s an unusual attraction near Kimberley,
which has been there for thousands of years.
The petroglyphs of Wildebeest Kuil depict
much of the wildlife that lived in the area long
ago – and there are hundreds of them

“Isn’t this sun beautiful?” guide Petrus Wilson asks,
pointing at a massive sun chiselled into a flat rock surface.
He looks at it with wonder, as if seeing it for the first time,
even though he has been a guide to the rock engravings of
Wildebeest Kuil for 13 years. “And look at that eland,” he
says, showing us an engraving a few rocks away.
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For more information
about Wildebeest Kuil,
phone 053 839 2747.
Travel 16km from the
centre of Kimberley
along the R31 towards
Barkly West.

We had our doubts that the clamber across rocks strewn
across a low hill would be worth the effort, but suddenly
we are seeing animals in stone popping up everywhere.
There’s a rhino, an elephant, more antelope and another
sun – suddenly, we are surrounded by wildlife etched
in stone. Further along, we see quagga, oryx, hartebeest
and a vulture. And wildebeest, of course.

“There are over 400 engravings here,” Wilson tells us,
“and they’re officially dated between 1,000 and 2,000
years old, but some could be older – or younger!” The
vast area is exposed to year-round baking sun in the
Northern Cape, about 15km from Kimberley. Paintings
would not have survived this long exposed to the
harsh elements; they’re usually found in protected
rock overhangs. “These are all San engravings,” Wilson
explains, “but we can’t be sure exactly which group of
San carved them.” Their tenacity in carving so many
artworks across the area is commendable though, as the
hard Andesite rock didn’t make their task an easy one.”
George Stow was the first to record the site back in
1876. He was in the area for the Kimberley diamond

rush and likely stumbled upon the petroglyphs while
walking in the veld. Little did he know he had found
a San spiritual site. He copied many of the engravings,
but the originals are still on display around Wildebeest
Kuil. However, at least two original rock engravings
were removed to the British Museum and remain in a
collection there.

News from beyond
Wilson explains that the engravings were likely done
by the San in a trance state. “This was deduced by
researchers interviewing San people in the 1870s,” he
says. Interestingly, there are only a couple of engravings
depicting people.

It’s believed that the area was used by the San shamans
or medicine men to enter the spirit world through trance.
On their return, they would bring back the power to call
rain, control wildlife, heal the sick and see into the future.
Wildebeest Kuil seems to be a rain-calling place, since
there are plenty of rhino engravings, symbolic of the San
rain animal. It’s possible that many of the engravings were
inspired by visions in altered states of consciousness, and
then created on rocks for fellow San to draw inspiration
from. Near this sacred hill are also a series of ponds or
‘kuils’, that hold water for much longer than any others in
the area – hence the name of the location.
“So this technique used by the San artists is called
the ‘pecked’ method,” explains Wilson, as we look at

The rock engravings
at Wildebeest Kuil:
ancient art.
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KIMBERLEY

Back-to-back eland
engravings.

an engraving depicting an eland, the sacred animal
of the San. The San used hard stone tools, along with
percussive force, to chip away the hard outer crust of
rock and expose the lighter-coloured rock underneath.
En route to the site, Wilson showed us examples of
rock tools lying around in the veld. They could just be
interestingly shaped small rocks, unless an expert eye
spotted them for you.

Informed visitors

How to get there
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Airlink connects
Kimberley with
Johannesburg and
Cape Town. Go
to page 75 for
flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com

There are a total of nine info stops around the site, all
alluding to the ancient lives of the San. From the recent
history of the area, to an ash midden, examples of
different kraals, engraving techniques, seeing evidence
of enclosures denoted by circles of stones, as well as
erosion evidence in the area – all of this is discussed as
you approach the petroglyphs.
It’s about an 800m walk and clamber over rocks to
get there from the Visitors’ Centre, where a 20-minute
video sets the scene for the experience of Wildebeest
Kuil. On the walk back from the site, the last info
station is about the San people’s links to the area.
It seems to have been a comfortable place for them,
with plenty of plant food and water – plus flat rock
canvases to carve on and stone tools to create their
artistic magic.

We wander freely among the stone slabs adorned
with carvings, in awe of the intricate spiritual lives of
these ancient people – the original inhabitants of our
land. Then we notice that some engravings are just
outlines, while others are filled in.“We don’t know why
that is,” says Wilson when we ask him. “An American
researcher is currently busy studying engraving
techniques and trying to figure it out. Hopefully we
will know the answer soon.”
As we make our way back to the Visitors’ Centre,
keen to see the traditional San crafts for sale, Wilson
chats with great respect about the !Xun and Khwe
people who own the land surrounding the rock art
site. “They are special people, and I love explaining
the San history to visitors who come here. There are
lots of preconceived ideas and stereotypes about these
ancient people.
We even have visitors who think the San were not
fully human. So for me to explain to them the real story
of the San is very important. I wish more South Africans
would visit to learn about their heritage, because about
80% of our visitors are from overseas. This is special
work to me, plus it feeds my love of history and being
outdoors. It’s the perfect job for me.”
Text | Keri Harvey Photography | Supplied

panorama

Get wrecked
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One of the more romantic views along the
coast near Agulhas in the southern Cape
is provided by what remains of Japanese
fishing vessel Meisho Maru No 38, which
was wrecked there in bad weather on
16 November 1982. Obviously, the ship’s
crew – all 17 of whom survived – might
feel less quixotic about the site, but for
contemporary visitors, what remains
of the ship makes for a fantastic photo
opportunity and a great spot for evening
drinks. The rough seas in the area, where
swells can reach over 20m high, will
eventually reclaim the last of the wreck, so
don’t leave your visit too late…
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NAMPULA

A faraway

fantasy

Remote Mozambique lodge offers a
dozen ways to dine and diminish stress

The approach to Nampula Airport in northern
Mozambique is one of the more striking in southern Africa.
After countless miles of what looks like uninhabited flatlands,
there is suddenly, like paint rippled under a cosmic heat
gun, a proliferation of huge rock domes (inselbergs, if
you’re keen on your geology) that make the area look like
an African Yosemite; a possible climber’s delight, if extreme
athletes are looking for a new hotspot.
For more information,
go to corallodge
mozambique.com.
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From Nampula – mostly litter-free, its busy main
thoroughfare lined with colourful roadside clothing stalls
to Ilha De Moçambique, which tourists can explore or
pass through to get to the beach resort of Coral Lodge
beyond that – it’s a two-and-a-half hour drive, during
which tourists can gain an insight into the region’s culture.
The highway to the coast has a single lane each way,
meaning your driver will have one hand on the hooter
more or less all the way. This is not because the locals are
bad drivers, but because much of the traffic comprises
buzzing 80cc motorcycles with more than one passenger

but less than one rearview mirror, meaning that without
a polite warning, they’ll get a heart-stopping fright
every time a larger vehicle passes. Narrow footpaths
head into thick scrub, where small homes are hidden
from sight. There are more stalls – pyramids of oranges,
large pumpkins, cashews bought according to the size of
container you have, with enthusiastic vendors risking their
wellbeing to draw your attention with brightly coloured
bucket lids. Nobody has a unique selling point; it seems
they simply hope that you’ll pull over in their vicinity.
Trucks from the huge port at Pemba pass in one
direction; trains full of coal from mines in the interior
head the other way en route to ships waiting at Nacala.
Baobabs are regular natural milestones and the rivers you
cross are in full flow after the heavy rainfalls associated
with the violent cyclones that devastated territory to the
north and south, but largely spared Nampula Province.

Making an entrance
Excitement regarding arriving at your holiday destination
begins when, after passing through the coastal town of

Lumbo, you set out across the 3.5km bridge that links
the mainland to the country’s original colonial capital,
Ilha De Moçambique. It’s even narrower than the road
– now you can literally high-five pedestrians as you
drive. Pass through the centuries-old town and you will
begin the final leg of the journey – across the water to
the lodge. Take their powerful rubber duck, and it takes
10 minutes; if that’s in for a service, there’s a traditional
dhow to do the job at a more leisurely pace.
Arrival at Coral Lodge is at a jetty in a serene lagoon.
The first feature guests see is a saltwater pool that comanager Ricardo Freitas explores needs to be drained
and refilled regularly so that they don’t end up with
an unplanned aquarium on their hands. The elegant
common area – restaurant and bar – is also the only spot
on the property where there’s WiFi, so you may want
to pause there to send a slightly gloating ‘I’m here and
you’re not’ message.
The villas are huge and generous in the clutch of
different ways they offer to simply get off your feet and
relax: there’s a day-bed (inside), a large couch, sunbeds

Destination Nampula
• Museu Nacional de Ethnologia: Masks,
musical instruments and other fascinating
traditional and historical artefacts from
the area.

• Rock climbing: Test your skills on the
1,801m Serra Inago.
• Catedral de Nossa Senhora da Fatima:
Elegant Catholic cathedral built between
1941 and 1955.

and Adirondack chairs on the deck outside and an
enormous four-poster cloaked in a mosquito net. There’s
a lockable door, but all that’s needed most of the time is
a screen door with a wooden catch. And the potentially
stifling heat (if you’re there in summer) is mitigated by
a clever system of louvres that allow you to keep the air
flowing through your room – and mean that passers-by
can hear if you’re singing in the shower.

In-house tailor Zé
creates bespoke
garments for guests.

Making shore
There are two rows of villas – one along a low bank above
the beach and one looking onto the lagoon and the lush
vegetation on its banks. Either way, you’re only a very
short walk from the beach – soft white sand, occasional
rocky patches, mostly small shells (bar the occasional
clam, the size of two cupped adult hands) and a range of
crabs in different sizes and carapace patterns.
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NAMPULA

Conspicuous consumption

Enjoy a romantic
breakfast under
a baobab tree.

How to get there
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Airlink connects
Johannesburg with
Nampula. Go to page
75 for flight schedules.
www.flyairlink.com

Dhows – so emblematic of Mozambique that it’s a
cliché of the best sort – meander back and forth beyond
the sandbanks and solo fishermen patch up their
wooden canoes on the beach before heading out with
hand-lines, or masks if they’re planning on diving to
pluck something off the bottom.
You can wander north up the strand for ages – the
next village, Chocas Mar, is 8km away, so you can figure
out the sort of round trip you want to commit to. Or
you can hang out at the lodge and get in all your beach
resort needs met within a space of about 40m2. This is
worth noting, particularly if you’re travelling with your
family. On the point of the peninsula occupied by the
lodge is the aforementioned pool, a hop and a skip away
from the bar and whatever drinks and snacks you need
(the venue’s caipirinha is a wonder). Or take a couple of
wooden steps down to the beach, where some sheltered
sunbeds allow you to laze around or read while burning
to a crisp. Or grab a mask and a snorkel and wade – you
don’t even need to swim – into the lagoon just metres
away, where hundreds (no hyperbole) of large fish,
including young barracuda and grouper, mill around in
touching distance, retreating into a small reef should you
get too frisky. Or you can appropriate a canoe or waveski
and paddle in the calm waters of the lagoon or the small
waves of the incoming tide. Such an arrangement is rare
– most similar venues offer all the same options, but
hardly within such proximity.

Much of the rest of your stay may be taken up with
eating – and in an unexpected range of surrounds.
The Coral Lodge staff have an inventive array of ideas
to make your dining experience memorable – beyond
the food, which is uniformly excellent, whether you’re
sampling the plentiful local seafood or prefer the many
other options on offer. You can have your meals on
the deck of your villa, or at a private table under two
baobabs just outside the main lodge building, your
discretion assured by draped mosquito netting. There’s
also a spot – a favourite of co-manager (and Ricardo’s
wife) Filipa Freitas – called the Miradouro (loosely
translated, ‘great view’), which is a swept area under a
shady tree overlooking the entrance to the lagoon, and
accurately named.
Or there is the top end of this eating out
extravaganza – a private picnic on Ilha de 7 Paus, a
short boat journey away, where you can have an entire
island (almost) to yourself as you nibble lovely treats
(how the chef assigned for your outing manages
such wonders with so little support is a mystery) in
the shade of a gazebo, tended to by a butler who has
made the journey with you.
The solitude is not quite complete in that, some
distance down the beach, there is a shelter occupied
by a handful of soldiers who have been assigned to
the island to ensure that it is not sold out from under
national government’s noses by the authorities on the
mainland. Sound bizarre? Suffice to say it wouldn’t be
the first time… This experience also comes with a more
extravagant snorkelling experience – some beautiful live
corals and dozens of species of small fish, including cowand boxfish in the sort of gorgeous patterns designers
win awards for in Milan and Paris.
And it seems fitting, particularly if you leave it for
the final day of your stay, to have sundowners at the
Sacred Tree (actually two trees, but don’t be a pedant),
a short walk from the lodge and a special spot under
a pair of baobabs where the sinking sun is filtered by
stark branches that reach almost to the ground. The site
used to be visited regularly by locals who would pray for
their myriad needs and then leave offerings of thanks –
often lovingly prepared food – when their prayers were
answered.
If you are stressed, jaded and in need of some bodily
and emotional TLC, a stay in this remote corner of
Africa, under the care of the gentle, gracious team at the
lodge, may feel like just such a remedy.
Text and photography | Bruce Dennill

QUIRIMBAS ARCHIPELAGO, NORTHERN MOZAMBIQUE

SPECTACULAR DIVE SPECIAL
4-11 OCTOBER 2019
6 DIVERS
7 NIGHTS, 10 DIVES
R15 099 PER PERSON
INCLUDES:

EXCLUDES:

7 Nights Accommodation in Sea-side
chalets
5 days double dives
3 meals daily
Return transfers airport to island

Flights to and from Pemba
Other motorised activities
Drinks

To book your spot in paradise contact Danelda at bookings@situisland.com

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

Contact us: www.situisland.com

Situ Island Resort

situisland

#SituIsland
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EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Agriculture
at the crossroads
With farmers under ever greater pressure to meet the needs of
growing world populations, how can our collective future be assured?

As globalisation has greatly widened the lens through which we view human activities, the critical
role of agriculture in this larger tableau – and of the farmer in particular – has expanded as well. All of the
seemingly intractable global challenges we face – exploding population growth, hunger, poor nutrition,
lack of food security and safety, a growing middle class, and changing diets – are falling heavily on the
world’s farmers.
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By 2050, the earth’s population will reach almost 10 billion
people, and their appetite for quality, nutritious food will
grow even more quickly. Yet the amount of arable land
will decline by almost 10% as the quality of soil degrades
and the forces of urbanisation push ever outward. A
changing climate adds further stress.
Think of the farmer as the hub of our global food
development and supply chain ecosystem, and the

input suppliers, food companies, regulators, advocates,
and consumers as the spokes. Every single one of these
players has a stake in making sure there’s enough safe
food for people around the world and, thus, in increasing
both yield and farm sustainability. This makes them
natural collaborators with farmers in the effort to address
the changes and improvements needed to satisfy the
increasing global demand for food.

Sizing up the challenge
The numbers make all too clear the difficulty of the
task at hand. By 2050, global population will grow
by one-third, to almost 10 billion and caloric intake
will rise even faster because of improved standards
of living around the world. The result is that farm
output will have to increase by about 70% to satisfy
food demand.
Part of the increase in demand will be a direct
outcome of increasing urbanisation, which is likely to
add around 2.5 billion new city dwellers around the
world by 2050. Larger cities mean improvements in
commercial infrastructure, which, in turn, generate
more jobs, with higher pay. And as incomes rise,
people favour more expensive foods – especially meat.
Annual per capita meat consumption is projected to
reach 45.3kg per person in 2030, up from 36.4kg in
1997-99. With that, the need for livestock feed will
skyrocket, ratcheting up pressure on farm yields since
cattle, chicken and pigs typically consume about 70%
of the grain grown in the U.S. and 75% of soybean
crops globally in any given year.
In many ways, this couldn’t have come at a worse
time. Farm yields are growing but not nearly at the
pace they need to. Currently, output of four key
staples – corn, rice, wheat and soybeans – is increasing
at rates of only about 0.9 to 1.6% a year. This translates
into overall yield gains for each crop of about 38 to
67% by 2050.

Which route forward?
Those of us with a stake in the future of agriculture
are well aware that we have reached a crossroads, an
inflection point, in our efforts to meet the challenges

of feeding an ever-hungrier world. Can we increase
agricultural yield and food security while farming
sustainably? Can technology help meet the demands
of consumers around the world for higher quality,
safer food? Can we improve the economic conditions
of farmers and farm workers?
We believe strongly that the answer to all these
questions is yes. But addressing and overcoming
these challenges will require that everyone with a
stake in solving these problems – farmers, agricultural
companies, food manufacturers, governments, nongovernmental organisations, and everyday people –
learn to work together to bring about the progress in
farming practices, policies and technologies that the
world so desperately needs.
Agriculture is at a crossroads and we hope to
contribute to the dialogue about these critical
issues. Our goal is to provide an open, informative,
balanced view of both the challenges facing the global
agricultural industry and the many ways they are
being met.
Success in feeding the world will require the willing,
informed partnership of everyone involved in this
mission. For us, the term ‘crossroads’ isn’t just about
the challenges we face. It’s about providing room for
the intersection of all the players in the industry of
agriculture.

For more information,
go to www.corteva.com

Text and photography | Supplied
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INSURANCE

40km/h

The speed at which tomato
sauce leaves a glass bottle.

Take your
life in your
hands

It’s important to be aware of your responsibilities
when it comes to life insurance

During a bereavement, no spouse or family member
wants the additional stress of being told that a claim against
the life cover on the deceased person’s life has been rejected
by the insurer. Hearing incidences of life insurance companies
not paying out claims in respect of life cover benefits can be
stressful for clients who have life and other risk cover in place
and who are diligently maintaining their premiums.
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Stacey Roper is a
Certified Financial
Planner at Alexander
Forbes Financial
Planning Consultants.

Ensure that you or your family are not placed in the
predicament of not being covered, in event of having
to make a claim against a life insurance policy. Always
insist on a quotation before signing up for any life
cover policy and make sure that you read the fine

print carefully. Understand the terms on which the
cover has been provided and ensure the information
about yourself that the insurer is providing the cover
based on is accurate and correct. Things to look out
for include the following: does the cover provide for
payment in respect of death resulting from natural and
unnatural causes (accidents) or does it only provide for
accidental death cover? Is the information pertaining
to you correct?
Always make sure that you provide full disclosure
to the insurer prior to the policy inception date, when
completing the relevant application forms for your
insurance. This includes previous or pre-existing health
conditions (no matter how insignificant it may seem at
the time), correct information regarding your smoker
status and other lifestyle factors (including how much
alcohol you drink per week), hazardous hobbies or
pursuits such as sky diving, paragliding or scuba diving,
if you intend travelling outside the borders of South
Africa and how frequently, and any hazards or dangers
you may face within your normal duties of performing
your current occupation. Having this information
upfront means that the insurer can assess your overall
risk profile and set out the terms and conditions on
which they are willing to provide your cover upfront
(so there are no surprises later).
The onus rests on you to inform the insurer of any
changes to your occupation, smoker status, hobbies
and avocation and countries you may travel to for
leisure or business during the term of the policy.

Homework up front
Be wary of life insurers who offer you cover without
you having to undergo underwriting prior to the policy
been put in place. Underwriting involves an assessment
of your current health and lifestyle through a series of
medical and non-medical tests and questionnaires
for the insurer to assess your risk profile and your
insurability. Some insurers will provide you with
cover upfront, involving minimal or no underwriting.
These insurers often end up doing underwriting on
the insured person at the time of claim, which creates
uncertainty in terms of whether a claim will be paid
or not (especially if the insured had a pre-existing
condition they were not aware of when taking out the
policy).
Always make sure that you have sufficient funds to
cover the premium on your life policy when it is due. If
a policy falls into arrears, the insurer has no obligation
to process a claim on that policy in event of a claim.
Text | Stacey Roper Photography | fizkes
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Self-Service.
Turning minutes into seconds.
Turn minutes into seconds with our revolutionary Self-Service technology.
An industry-first check out solution that lets you hit the road in under 15 seconds.
No paperwork. No queues. No time wasted.

First in innovation. First in service.
Book a car today at firstcarrental.co.za
*Checkout times may be affected by your method of payment but this can now be done prior to arrival.

Self-Service

What are you waiting for?
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CAREERS

Do IT now

When planning the rest of your career, you’d do
well to develop your digital skills

In an era of cloud computing, burgeoning artificial
intelligence and smart interconnected everything, the IT sphere
supports every aspect of contemporary life. We can’t make do
without computers. In fact, in Career Junction’s October 2018
analysis of the South African job market, software development
was listed as the country’s most in-demand skill, and IT ranked
as the nation’s most active recruitment sector.
Riccardo Fiorentino is
the Chief Technology
Officer, EOH Technology
Solutions.

This said, the realm of IT is always evolving. New digital
technologies, programming languages and positions are
continually emerging. How do you sidestep the risk of
outdated knowledge and set yourself up for a career in
this industry?

Prioritise ongoing learning
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In IT, the barrier to entry is not as great as some other
professions. A formal degree isn’t a prerequisite to enter
the field, which means South Africans without formal
digital skills or education shouldn’t feel discouraged. If
you can navigate an operating system, then you have a
credible starting point.

More important is a person’s internal drive to
learn new things in an ever-changing landscape. IT
employers look for passion, enthusiasm, interpersonal
communication skills and the enjoyment of all things
technical.

Pursue these capabilities
and qualifications
With IT, you can pick up knowledge and certifications
while working. A great deal can be achieved through
online training, whether via instructor-led classes or
self-paced learning. YouTube videos are also useful for
self-teaching.
In terms of formal qualifications, A+ and N+
certification is a good place to start and will help you
decide on your area of interest. As for programming
languages, it’s advisable to study a combination of
established and newer options. Currently, JavaScript,
Python and Swift are singled out for their usefulness
in profitable app development. A formal degree isn’t
essential, but it will affect your ability to reach senior
positions. A BSc Analytics or BSc Security are excellent
options, along with a BCom in Informatics.

Consider specific industry roles
IT is a broad industry, but there are some sectors aspiring
professionals should focus on, such as mobile app
development. Security will also remain in the spotlight
as cyber threats become increasingly sophisticated.
Out-of-the-box thinkers will be essential in this

arena to thwart cybercriminals, and there is increased
demand for digital security professionals with titles
such as Head of Security and Chief Information
Security Officer.
The South African IT industry also currently lacks
trained, experienced data analysts, data scientists and
AI programmers. These positions need to be filled if
next-generation data collection and interpretation
is to add value to businesses. Public cloud architects
familiar with the likes of Microsoft Azure and AWS
are necessary to support the adoption of Software as
a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

Make yourself an AI master
There’s no question that AI will play a large role in
humanity’s future. Therefore, becoming skilful in this
domain – which the industry is starting to term Human
Intelligence Augmentation – will keep you employable.
AI and its companion process, Machine Learning,
will likely see many business processes automated in
future, including advanced functions such as battling
security breaches and optimising system health. There

may be staff reductions in some spheres, but the need
for IT professionals won’t decline. This is because
just as Big Data and AI have combined to create the
need for data scientists, other evolving and merging
technologies will demand new IT roles.
Text | Riccardo Fiorentino Photography | Mark Agnor

Chilren need to be
able to operate in
a digital world.
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PROFILE

The CEO
ABC Q&A

Thobela Dikeni is the CEO of the Upington
Special Economic Zone
For more information, go
to upington-sez.co.za.

A

Added value: What do you do for fun?

I watch a lot of sport – especially cycling,
soccer and rugby. When I’m spending
time with the friends I grew up with, there are no
formalities while we are together. It’s just jokes and
remembering past times.

Aspirational brand: Who were your heroes or mentors
coming up through the ranks?
My mother has been such a great inspiration to me,
given where she comes from. Also, I respect our
leaders who come from very humble backgrounds
and rise to be world icons.
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B

Bookkeeping: What are you reading?
One Thousand Ways To Make $1,000 by Warren
Buffett.

Brain drain: What behaviours in others really
annoy you?
Being late for meetings and arriving unprepared is a
sign of disrespect and not taking each other seriously.

Buzzword: What is the latest fad, gadget or trend that
you’re enjoying?
I’m totally sold out on Apple and the Quora website,
which is an electronic platform for sharing knowledge
and information with other people around the world
on various disciplines of life.

C

Cafeteria: What is your favourite restaurant?

Marco’s African Place in Cape Town. In
addition to the food they serve, they always
play live African music.

Carbon credit: Which environmentally friendly
practices do you personally endorse?
I don’t often print documents unless I have to, to
read on a plane or when something needs my
signature.

Consumer price index: What luxury items are worth
spending money on?

Auditor: Who keeps you grounded?

I think watches are always a valuable item to have, as
they define and complement the way we dress.

My kids. They always remind me of the role I need to
play in their lives as they grow.

Text | Bruce Dennill Photography | Supplied

THESPACEYOUNEED
WITHOUTTHEWAIT!
With over 40 years of experience, Speedspace has become an acknowledged
leader in South Africa’s ongoing race for space. If you need extra room for
working, living or storage, buy or rent it from us cost effectively and fast.
We customise, deliver and install new and used mobile and prefabricated
structures for long and short-term use... bring you the unit in finished form,
or erect it on site using prefabricated panels... maintain new units and
refurbish existing ones...and buy those you no longer use.

south africa tel +27 11 794 1340
northern cape tel +27 53 723 0080
botswana tel +267 391 2537
zambia tel +260 96 829 2744
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MARKETING

Site
inspection
Those without a digital home
can gain significant benefits
from creating a website
Social media accounts give you a digital presence of sorts. But a well-established and up-to-date
website where you control what people learn about you and your company and where they can easily
contact you is a powerful way to engage customers and inspire confidence. Here are six reasons why a
small business can benefit from a website.
Stefano Maruzzi is Vice
President for Europe,
the Middle East and
Africa at GoDaddy.

1. It’s today’s telephone directory
South Africans spend more than eight hours daily
on the internet. If your business does not show up
when a person is searching for your services on their
smartphone, you do not exist.
If you have a website, you can track your search engine
optimisation (SEO) ranking and work to increase your
relevance by making small improvements. This will
help you rank higher in search results when someone
is looking online for something in your line of business.

2. To build credibility
Customers expect you to have a website. If you don’t
have one or if yours looks neglected or unprofessional,
people may suspect you’re running your business on
a shoestring. Plus, if people can’t contact you directly
through a website, they may simply not bother to find
your details. By contrast, an informative, attractive
website gives your business credibility and accessibility.

3. It’s a powerful branding tool
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If you run a successful local business – an electrician or
an agent for au pairs, say – you probably generate a fair
amount of business through word of mouth. But if you
want to keep growing, you need to inspire people to try
your company rather than the other businesses they find
online.
With your own website, you are in control of your
brand and the environment in which you interact with
customers. You can choose your own domain name to
project your company’s personality and make it easy for
customers to find you.

Often the first impression you create online can convert
a visitor into a customer based on how professional your
website appears. Use your website to tell your company’s
story using creative content such as videos and images
to showcase your products and services.

4. Be available worldwide 24/7
Your office phones might only be answered eight hours
a day, but your website is accessible to anyone from any
part of the world, at any time. While you’re sleeping or
going to meetings, your website can be working for you,
selling your company to customers.

5. To interact with customers
Social media is great for interacting with customers, but
a website lets you take things to the next level: gathering
email addresses; getting consent from customers to
send them personalised marketing emails and more.You
can also set up a blog to post business updates, how-to
guides, professional opinions and other content.

6. It’s no longer expensive or difficult to
set up a great website
A recent GoDaddy survey of 300 small South African
businesses indicates that time, budget and online
knowledge still represent significant barriers to getting
online. Many of these barriers are often perceptions
rather than reality. You can get started with a website of
your own for under R200 a month and build it in less
than an hour on your smartphone.
Text | Stefano Maruzzi Photography | wan weiw
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LEADERSHIP

Go on,
get engaged
Connecting with employees on a personal level is
now more important than traditional HR strategies
With only 15% of employees globally engaged with their
jobs, according to Gallup, executives are finding it tough to
get people more actively involved in the business. The days
of simply doing a job and getting paid for it are gone. In the
digital workplace, employee engagement is vital to boosting
productivity, reducing staff churn, and improving customer
satisfaction and company culture.
For more information,
go to crs.co.za.

Ian McAlister, General Manager of CRS Technologies,
believes issues such as a lack of recognition, low
organisational transparency and a divide between senior
management and the rest of the staff are contributing to
employee apathy. He says that engagement should focus
on motivating employees to give their best at work. This
risk-free talent administration will enable the business
to deliver more effectively. And in an ultra-competitive
environment, this is vital for growth.
“Companies can ill afford to ignore their employees.
Instead of passing the problem on to HR, leaders should
take time to leverage research around human behaviour
and neuroscience to deliver on a more emotionally-driven
work environment rather than one that is financiallydriven. It is about management listening to and understanding what their employees want and taking the
necessary steps to deliver on this,”says McAlister.
McAlister cites Dr David Rock’s (who coined the
term ‘neuroleadership’) SCARF model, which uses
neuroscience as a way for people to work more effectively
with one another. He identifies certain ‘domains’ or ‘levers’
that impact on people’s behaviour in social situations and
provide employers with a useful road map to understand
and influence each other’s behaviour. Rock argues that
humans will move towards or away from engaging more
deeply, depending on the extent to which certain levers
are present in an organisation.

Workplace wishlist
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Status – the need for workplace significance. In other
words, our relative importance to others. For example,
the manager feels he or she can do the job well and

provides extensive feedback on what the other person
should do differently. The person feels this as a threat to
his or her status.
Certainty – the need for workplace predictability. This is
our ability to predict the future. For example, managers
do not understand the importance of clear expectations so
they may not generate a feeling of certainty.
Autonomy – the need to influence the impact of the
workplace. This is our sense of control over events. For
example, managers often micro-manage, and therefore
do not give employees a sense of autonomy.
Relatedness – the need for human connection, support
and empathy. This refers to how people relate to their
peers. For example, managers often do not connect with
people on a personal level for fear of being too ‘close’. And
yet, this ‘closeness’ is vitally important.
Fairness – the need for consistently equitable treatment.
This refers to the degree of fairness we perceive the
exchanges between people to be. For example, managers
do not understand the importance of a sense of fairness,
so they keep things secret.

Engage with individuals
Rock’s SCARF model is based on research showing how
these five levers activate the same threat and reward

responses in people’s brains that are used for physical
survival. In other words, it is about an organisation
minimising threats to employees and maximising rewards.
“Ultimately, this boils down to empowering people
with more opportunities to make a meaningful
difference to the organisation, and recognising
them for it,” says McAlister. “This reward does not
necessarily have to take a monetary value, but can
be something as straightforward as heralding them
at a staff meeting or taking them for lunch to more
actively engage with them.
“It has become too easy to throw technology at the
problem in the hope that it will remedy all organisational
ills. But there is something to be said for organisations
who are prepared to listen to their employees, relate
to them, and develop strategic interventions that make
them feel like an integral part of the business.
“Pioneering organisations are increasingly challenging
the conventional role of performance management in the
employee engagement space and seeking alternatives
that serve to better inspire employees. It’s about turning
the traditional staff appraisal on its head and coming up
with more innovative ways of measuring performance.
This is also where initiatives like employee wellness
come in.”

It’s also about leveraging continuous and collaborative
conversations with employees around shorter-term goals
and identifying and resolving barriers to achieving goals
rather than simply ticking boxes.
“Management should harness ideas around how to
manage the things employees are threatened by and show
them that they do care about them as individuals, not just as
cogs in a machine. An employee engagement strategy that
better inspires and motivates people should incorporate an
emotional, ‘human element’,”says McAlister.
In a world where digital solutions and technology have
become such a natural part of our working environment,
organisations who are willing to reintroduce the
‘humanness’ of their relationships with employees will
not only create a more engaged workforce, but also
drive future business growth. And the advantage of this
new way of approaching talent management is that it is
without any risks to the organisation.
“Employee engagement is not a glorified human
resources tactic. It is a fundamental component of
the successful business today. This will help instil an
organisational culture that will attract the best talent, the
best customers, and the best business benefits.”

Employees who feel
valued perform better.

Text | Supplied Photography | GaudiLab
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WORKPLACE

It’s OK to
deal with AI
using EQ
Emotional capacity is what separates
us from the machines
The new world of work and future workplace skills is
often associated with the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The
World Economic Forum, Harvard Business Review, Deloitte
and McKinsey Global Institute, among others, regularly report
on insights, trends and challenges that relate to ‘Industry 4.0’.
Dr Karina de Bruin is
the Managing Director
at JvR Academy.
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As with every industrial revolution, current
developments have already caused fundamental
changes in the world we live in. Think about the impact
of the cloud, the Internet of Things, 3D printing, big
data and increasing computing power on how we live,
work and communicate.
These cyber-physical systems involve completely new
capabilities and intelligence not only for people, but

also for machines. Artificial intelligence is all around
us, from self-driving cars and drones to robotic vacuum
cleaners, chatbots and software that directs us to our
destinations.
Many of these advancements instil fear that employers
may replace us with technology that can fulfil our roles
more efficiently and effectively than we can. These fears
are amplified by predictions that going forward, up to 50%
of work activities could be replaced by existing technology.
Because artificial intelligence is drastically changing
the nature of work, organisational structures are
continuously redesigned. The results of a recent survey
done by Deloitte showed that only 30% of Generation
X workers expect to work at a company for five years
or more. The reality of high employee turnover poses
another threat to employees, which helps to maintain
fears about the future of work.

Digital demands
Technological literacy is now a basic competency for
everyone, regardless of age, generation or industry,
but with that comes various social and emotional
challenges. Staying connected 24/7 (as many employers
expect) results in longer working hours, working at
higher levels of intensity and removing the boundaries
between work and private life. Proper human
interaction is replaced by communication via emails,
conference calls, and video chats.
The demands caused by expectations that requests
must receive almost immediate attention, no matter
what time of the day or day of the week, often makes
it very difficult to distinguish between work life
and personal life. Researchers have proven that an

imbalance between work and life roles may have a
severe negative impact on the general wellbeing of
individuals, including low mood, stress and anxiety.
The McKinsey Global Institute recently published a
report revealing that jobs that involve basic cognitive,
physical and manual skills, as well as a lower level of
data input, are most likely to be taken over by machines.
Fortunately, the report also predicts a dramatic increase
in demand for more employee hours across jobs that
involve the following:
•
Higher cognitive skills, such as advanced
literacy and writing, quantitative and statistical
skills, creativity, critical thinking and complex
information processing.
•
Social and emotional skills, including advanced
communication and negotiation, empathy, the
ability to learn continuously, to manage others
and to be adaptable.
•
Technological skills, from basic to advanced
IT skills and data analysis to engineering and
research.
Creativity, complex information processing and
advanced IT skills may appear to be out of reach. But
what is exciting is the fact that social and emotional
skills, also commonly referred to as emotional
intelligence (EQ), will also get more airtime. The
McKinsey report predicts that from 2016 to 2030, there
will be a 26% increase in the call for these skills. The
good news is that it is our social and emotional skills
that distinguish us from and put us ahead of machines.

Free to feel
To conquer our fear of artificial intelligence, we need
to develop our emotional intelligence. This refers to
the skills needed to identify, understand and manage
our own emotions, and those of the people around
us. When someone has a high level of emotional
intelligence, he or she knows what they are feeling,
what their emotions mean, and what the effect of these
emotions are on other people. Although some of these
skills may not come naturally to everyone, they can also
be developed.
What employees can do better than any machine
is manage their own emotions and that of their
colleagues and team members. If we can be outstanding
motivators, leaders, or listeners, and if we can manage
our stress and solve problems when things are getting
tough, then we will still have an important role in the
workplace, even as technology changes the world
around us.
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ENERGY

“Mini grids could quickly sort out a lot of the biggest
challenges that South Africa is having with its energy supply at
the moment,” says Dr Sam Duby. He adds: “Deregulation would
open a market for people to produce power and sell power,
and that would revolutionise the energy landscape. Technically it
wouldn’t be a difficult or complex thing to do; there are plenty of
precedents around the world where it has worked well.”
Dr Sam Duby is
the Africa Director
for TFE Energy.

Mini grids have become increasingly important on the
continent and are being built at a rapid rate, with more
than 2,000 mini grids currently across Africa. Says Duby:
“It’s a combination of people waking up to the fact
that it is the only realistic solution for remote and rural
electrification, combined with the ever-falling costs of
the technology that makes it increasingly viable. You have
governments starting to see precedents, starting to see
regulations and policy landscapes that have worked and
are not scared of it as a route. The regulation is easing
and the sector is growing. This is echoed by an increase
in investment, both from the donor community as well as
the private community. Mini grids are important now and
ever more so going forward.”

Share the load
The biggest challenge is South Africa’s regulated energy
market, says Duby. “In the context of what is happening
in South Africa’s energy landscape now, the recent rolling
blackouts and huge amounts of pressure on the ageing
supply, the generators.
“If we had a deregulated market and people were
allowed to build their own power sources, and to feed any
surplus into the grid, you would have these decentralised
nodes of generation, all of which were feeding into the
grid. We wouldn’t be so reliant on what currently are just a
few sources of energy.

Move towards
the light
Deregulation of the energy market and
allowing individuals to build their own
power sources could help solve SA’s
electricity problems
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“So whole communities and towns could become 100%
energy independent. Interestingly, if you look at mini grids
in poor parts of sub-Saharan Africa, they are isolated nodes
of generation and supply. You can imagine as that grows,
these nodes could link together to create a mesh. And that
is a robust, resilient framework for energy infrastructure.
Creating a market for independently produced energy
would also quickly incentivise and unlock investment
into the space. As more projects were built and generation
capacity added, you would also quickly get more system
resilience. Blackouts really could be a thing of the past.“

Take the lead
Duby says there are a number of examples of governments
in Africa taking heed of the mounting evidence and
adopting progressive policy frameworks to support
the off-grid industry. “The country receiving the most
attention at the moment is Nigeria. Unusually, Nigeria has
detailed legislation dedicated to micro grids and is largely
supportive of the sector. As such, a number of large donor
projects are being rolled out there. Of particular interest is
the Nigeria Electrification Project being supported by the
World Bank which, in an effort to experiment with scale, is
tendering out minimum lots of 50 sites. This, it is believed,
will allow developers to bring down unit costs and access
new tiers of finance.”
Text | Supplied Photography | Macrovector
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LAW

Role
with it
If you are an employer, it’s
important to know what
you’re responsible for

One of the many remarkable things about the Labour
Relations Act (LRA) is that the term ‘employer’ is not
defined. The LRA uses this term frequently in placing heavy
obligations on the employer by dictating that, for example:
Ivan Israelstam is Chief
Executive of Labour
Law Management
Consulting. Contact
him on 011 888 7944,
082 852 2973 or ivan@
labourlawadvice.co.za.
Go to
labourlawadvice.co.za
for more information.

•

Within 30 days of receiving a notice from a
registered trade union the ‘employer’ must meet
the union to conclude a collective agreement
[Section 21(3)].
•
An ‘employer’ must disclose to a trade union
representative (shop steward) all information
relevant to the effective performance of his/her
functions [Section 16(2)].
•
A dismissal is unfair if the ‘employer’ fails to prove
the dismissal was for a fair reason or was affected in
accordance with a fair procedure [Section 188(1)].
It may seem that the reason for the omission of the
definition of an employer is that it is not necessary
because it is obvious. However, when deciding who is
to be held liable, the question of who the employer is
has been raised. Is it the contracting company or the
contractor’s client? Is it the employment agency or the
entity that makes use of its services? Is it the subsidiary
company or is it the holding or parent company? The
answers to these questions are not always clear cut.

Who must pay?
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For example, in the case of Group 6 Security Pty. Ltd &
another vs Moletsane & others (2005, 11 BLLR 1072)
the employee was dismissed after an altercation with the

employer. The CCMA ruled that the dismissal was unfair.
The arbitrator found that the security company and one
of its shareholders were jointly and severally liable for
the payment of compensation to the employee and for
the employee’s legal costs. The Labour Court, on hearing
the review application, ruled that “the veil of a corporate
entity may be pierced only when there are allegations of
fraud, dishonesty or improper conduct”. In the Group 6
case, the Court could find no misdoings. The shareholder
who had been found by the CCMA to be jointly liable
for the unfair dismissal had merely told the employee
that the company was an empty shell and this did not
constitute dishonesty. Also, the shareholder had not
been a cited party at the arbitration hearing; he had only
been a witness. The CCMA had therefore been wrong to
make the shareholder jointly and severally liable for the
compensation and costs to be paid to the employee.
What would have happened, however, if the
shareholder had been cited as a co-respondent at the
CCMA and if he had been found to have committed an
improper act? It is possible that the Court would have
allowed the CCMA to look beneath the corporate veil
for the person responsible.
Employers who use subsidiaries, associate companies
and other surrogates for purposes of avoiding labour
law obligations are playing an extremely risky game. It is
far wiser to utilise labour law expertise to ensure that the
law is properly complied with.
Text | Ivan Israelstam Photography | ArtFamily

Packaged grey water and process
effluent recycling solutions:
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RESEARCH

Shopping
for insight
With ever more sources of data
available for retailers, more precise
strategic planning is possible
Retailers need to ensure the continuation of traffic in
malls, high streets, pop-up stores, websites, apps and other
channels. Today’s retailer is anywhere, anytime, providing
greater levels of personalisation with their services.
Simon Shaw is the
Business Development
Manager: Retail and
Consumer at Wipro
Limited, Africa.
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But for those local retailers who want to up the ante and
position themselves for radically different results, the
concept of Big Data is often touted as a game-changer.
But how can data analytics impact retailers?
Businesspeople have the opportunity to tap into realtime analytics from a number of sources: shopping
centres, within their own stores, and more broadly in
the consumer market.
For instance, if you’re a clothing retailer, you can
generate some powerful findings by connecting this
season’s hottest ‘Instagram trends’ with your own stock
inventory.
If those insights tell you what to sell, there are also a
number of data-led innovations that can be leveraged
to improve the way you sell. Retailers are excited by
opportunities in areas like virtual and augmented reality
(such as smart mirrors in stores that allow customers
to virtually try on new outfits), smart checkouts that
don’t require the individual scanning of items (no more
queues) and interactive interfaces that instantly help
shoppers to find what they’re looking for.
Analytics can inform a richer understanding of what’s
driving customer behaviour. The problem isn’t a lack of
data, but rather a lack of expert data scientists to tease
out meaningful insights. As more specialists enter this
field, expect an expansion of retailers’ vision and appetite
for Big Data.

One of the important considerations in a retailer’s
data strategy should be how they unify a number of
disparate data warehouses into a single format and
structure. This involves information from the likes of
loyalty programmes, point-of-sale systems, surveillance
cameras tracking footfall, and inventory management
systems.
This internal, structured data needs to be fused with
external, unstructured data from social media, reviews,
shopping websites, e-commerce portals, and other
pop-culture ‘tastemakers’ that define customer trends.
The power of data lies in the ability to combine these
insights, to see challenges and opportunities from a
multitude of directions.

Responding to the market
Newton's third law of motion states that 'for every
action, there is an equal and opposite reaction', and so
it should be for retailers: any change in pricing strategy
from their competitors should be met with a promise
to match.
This becomes a powerful marketing message, and a way
to build high levels of trust and brand affinity. Millennial
shoppers tend to have less loyalty to brands and place
more emphasis on things like price comparisons. It’s
not uncommon for retailers to see potential consumers
checking prices for competitor offerings while standing
on a shop floor. But to achieve truly dynamic, responsive
pricing, retailers need to build in the scanning, analytics
and automation tools to automatically adjust pricing as
the market changes.
Text | Simon Shaw Photography | Arphaporn
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ART

Permanent
record
Photographer aims to contrast the longevity of
his work with the transience of his themes
For more information,
go to Guns & Rain:
Contemporary Fine
Art from Africa –
gunsandrain.com.

What sort of training have you received and how important
do you think it is to seek training, in terms of learning first
principles and refining technique?
Mário Macilau: I am a self-taught photographer and
I didn’t make a conscious choice to become one – it
came into my path and I have held onto it. Most of the
time, when I am asked this question regarding where I
learned photography, I feel bad, as I don’t know what
to say. Sometimes I feel happy and proud of being selftaught, but some other times I get embarrassed because
I didn’t study a degree in arts or photography or in
anything else. My parents couldn’t afford my education
and the education system access in Mozambique is bad.
I think it’s impossible to learn how to become an artist
or a photographer in a school. I believe that all depends
on your potential, and how much you apply what you
learn. Though education is still important and relevant
to open your mind more…
I also think that advanced technology helps a lot.
Young people can today easily find everything they need
to know on their phones, tablets and computers.
What is your principal medium, and why did
you choose it?
I believe in photographs not just as aesthetic
objects, but also as tools for positive influences
in our environment. I take my time to do a
project. I create my own light using natural
sources and I play with it in a poetic way that
can take the viewer to another deep level of
understanding the subject itself.
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Galleries and other traditional means are
only one way of marketing art. What do you
believe are the most important other routes,
and what is the most important insight you
have gained in that area in your career?
Everything we do must impact positively
on others. On this continent, there is a lot to

be done. Artists have a huge responsibility to contribute
to local communities for better education, starting with
artistic and cultural values. Being an artist in Africa is not
easy. Even if there is support and consideration by the
government or by the local ministry of culture, cultural
references are rarely preserved. In some countries, there
are no curators or art historians. So I think you have to
use all ways possible to get your art out there, depending
on what you want.
You have to create your work, manage your CV, look
for money or opportunities and take care of your family
while also expanding your work using all means at your
disposal. Your work should reach all types of people.

Why do you create? What are your stated goals in
producing art?
My photography artwork focuses on political,
social and cultural issues, linked to the radical
transformations of humankind. With my photography
practice, I usually deal with the complex reality of
human labour and environmental conditions evolving
through times, using the still images I capture as a
form of visual confrontation that state a line of
reflection to reality.
Previously, I have attempted to portray social isolated
groups such as street children, elderly men and
women, e-waste, subjects about identity, culture and
inhabitants of large refuse sites. This idea contrasted
the fleeting and fragile status of these individuals with
the permanence of the photographic document.
I am always hoping to generate a new photographic
body of work through producing work that examines
the physical and psychological condition related
to our living processes and the passage of time. My
work also has always concerned itself with social and

political issues, specifically how those are articulated
through the environment in which people live and the
relationship that people have to that environment.
How do humans sustain themselves and adapt to
shifting environments when they work, in their lives,
and by extension, in the ways their relationships to
one another are affected by that environment?
What technological tools do you use in your work?
I use simple cameras, both analogue and digital.
Who is the single other artist whose style you most
admire, and why?
I am inspired by the work of many photographers, new
talents and old, from documentary to fine arts, and
fashion to editorial. I look at things every day online and
in Africa. I admire artists like Gareth Nyandoro, Sabelo
Mlangeni, Andrew Tshabangu, Nelson Makamo and
many others.
Text | Bruce Dennill Photography | Mário Macilau

Mário Macilau's
work considers
cultural issues.
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MEDICINE

Dagga days
Cannabis production for medical use could
become a lucrative local industry, but there are
complexities to consider
The recent awarding of a licence by medicines
regulator South African Health Products Regulatory
Authority (SAHPRA) to a local company to cultivate
cannabis for medicinal purposes could pave the way for
South Africa to be a leading international marketplace for
medical grade marijuana.
For more information,
go to sahpra.org.za.
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According to a report released by marijuana consultancy
Prohibition Partners, South Africa is ideal for large-scale
cannabis production, which could be worth a staggering
R27 billion by 2023 if production and distribution is
legalised for both recreational and medical use.
With estimates that South Africa already produces some
2,500 tonnes of cannabis annually, much of the necessary
knowledge, skill and infrastructure are already in place for
scale up of production.
The 2018 Constitutional Court judgement legalising
the private use, possession and cultivation of cannabis
by adults will have a far-reaching impact on the
regulatory and health landscape of the country and raises
several important ethical and legal considerations for
policymakers.
Professor Sylvester Chima, Associate Professor and
Head of the Programme of Bio and Research Ethics and
Medical Law at University of KwaZulu-Natal, says that
the landmark ruling will have significant implications for
SAHPRA.
“The judgement has already resulted in medicines
containing cannabis to be rescheduled from a schedule
seven, referring to a ‘controlled substance’, down to
schedule six so as to allow patients to access medicinal
cannabis products through a prescription by a health
professional,” he says. Chima adds that there are various
medical conditions that cannabis-containing medicines
have been known to help treat, including chronic pain
and seizures.
“It is used by HIV-positive patients who are losing

weight, as cannabis stimulates the appetite. In
cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy, it can
also help manage symptoms like nausea and
appetite loss,” he said.
Chima cautions that there could also be negative
impacts on health. “It’s clear that cannabis affects
people in different ways. While some may have no ill
effects, some may become paranoid or anxious, which
could lead to depression and anxiety.”
A recent meta-analysis from 11 studies involving
more than 23,000 young people reports that using
cannabis before the age of 18 increases the odds of
developing depression between the ages of 18 and 32
years by 37% compared to non-cannabis users. The
study also found that cannabis users were more likely
to have suicidal thoughts and to attempt suicide.

One versus many
Professor Chima believes that in devising this
legislation, Parliament will have to grapple with many
legal and ethical questions, especially those concerning
the rights of the individual versus the rights of others.
“If an employee arrives at work intoxicated after
having taken cannabis at home and gets behind the
wheel of heavy machinery, then they may well be
infringing the rights of co-workers by putting their
safety at risk,”he says.
Jared Francis, Industrial Relations Manager at SERR
Synergy, adds that the Occupational Health and Safety
Act in South Africa bars an employer from allowing an
employee who is under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drugs to remain at the workplace.
“The fact that cannabis may be used by an employee
at home or in a private setting does not necessarily
mean that the employee is permitted to report for duty
under the influence or with his or her ability to work
impaired. The employee is still required to adhere to the
employer’s workplace policies and procedures,”Francis
points out.
Text | Supplied Photography | Fred Johnson

How big are your
blue-sky dreams?

Upington boasts one of the longest runways in the world and
abundant sunshine conducive to harnessing solar energy. It is
located in the Northern Cape, a province where mining is a key
economic driver, and lies on the banks of the Orange River in an
area known for producing export-quality fruits.
Consider investing in the Upington Special Economic Zone today.
This undiscovered gem has the potential
to turn your blue-sky dreams into reality.
Solar energy | Aeronautics | Defence technology
Agro-processing | Mining | Astronomy | Microtechnology
Mr Thobela Dikeni
CEO - NCEDA
Tel: 053 833 1503
Mobile: 060 997 7202
tdikeni@nc-eda.co.za
or tdikeni@upington-sez.co.za
Visit our website
www.upington-sez.co.za

Ms. Babalwa Mbobo
Sector Specialist-Upington SEZ
Tel: 054 333 1136
Mobile: 071 016 5813
bmbobo@upington-sez.co.za

Email us
info@upington-sez.co.za
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INNOVATION

A view
from
the top

Craig Mahlasi works as a geographic information system
and remote sensing geographer, working with data that
promotes a fuller understanding of the planet
For more information,
go to saeec.org.za.
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Remote sensing: for the layman, what does it involve?
Craig Mahlasi: Think of it as a sort of solution to nearsightedness, bringing objects that are far away into
focus. We use specialised cameras on spacecraft orbiting
the Earth, which help us to see beyond what we can see
down here. We see red, blue and green; the cameras see
near infrared and beyond infrared colours that can be
interpreted in different ways.
How are measurements taken, and what constitutes
a good or bad reading?
The satellites and cameras are so good now that the
possibility of a bad picture is minimal. There are two
types of remote sensor – active and passive.
Passive sensors rely on external power. The sun is one
source. It shines on the Earth and the cameras record
the light that is reflected and then builds an image based
on what comes back. All of that data is then transferred
to a ground station – we have one in South Africa at
Hartbeeshoek. There, it gets stored and processed and
made available to whomever needs it – which could be
for free or at a cost.
Then the analysis starts, with us trying to extract the
most out of the image. Doing that requires innovation,

and the differentiation that results from working
in different ways in the field is the basis of how the
business develops.
How does what you do impact the average consumer
in real terms?
Remote sensing is also called ‘Earth observation’.
NASA and other similar institutions put up satellites to
benefit humanity in general, with obvious applications
including the monitoring of weather patterns, like the
recent cyclones in Mozambique.
In South Africa, our social situation means there is value
in studying things like urban bloom – the way our cities
and built-up areas expand, and at what pace. We can help
measure various aspects of that phenomenon, which can
then help authorities determine and update policies.
Remote sensing has evolved from a tool used during
wartime to something helpful, including early warning
systems. In some ways, you can think of it as CCTV
for the planet. That is a scary notion, but there is an
enormous amount of regulation in place that helps keep
us all safe. On Google Earth, for instance, you’ll notice
that people’s faces and the licence plates of cars are
never shown.

Talk us through some of the specific uses of the technology.
Water quality is a big one. As a general rule, pure or
clean water will have a low reflectivity, and so appear
darker than the surrounding surfaces. So we use some
intelligence in how we interpret what we see.
If it’s reflecting more green wavelengths, there may be
more algae in the water. Beyond that observation, using
algorithms, we can calculate chlorophyll, sediment,
sewage and nutrient levels in the water.
South Africa has woken up to the benefits of monitoring
resources like this. It eliminates having a million people
trying to do the same thing on the ground.
Remote sensing can also help us spot coal fires, which
are often underground. For that, we need thermal cameras
that measure infrared energy, which helps us determine
where spontaneous fires start underground, as well as
helping in the detection of underground water. Earth
generally has a consistent temperature: the moment
there’s an anomaly, that’s an alert. We need to work out
how big it is, and how best we can react.
There are also ways to measure the health of crops?
Yes! Vegetation reflects green light – that’s the
chlorophyll in the plants – and infrared light. Higher
reflectivity in the near-infrared range means healthy
plants. The Normalised Difference Vegetation Index, or
NDVI, is one model we use to measure the difference
between red wavelengths, where the chlorophyll
absorbs the light, and the near infrared wavelengths,
which the chlorophyll reflects. We can measure down to
grids, or pixels, of about 30cm2.
Using that information, we can figure out the causes of
crop failure. That might be over- or under-irrigation or
fertilisation, or the moisture or chemical content of the
soil, for starters.
It’s a similar idea with mining, which uses the exploration
aspect of the technology. Different minerals absorb or
reflect light differently. So we can use satellite images and
conduct Principal Component Analysis, looking for the
specific characteristics of gold-bearing ore, for instance.
We try to ask the right questions. What are the trends?
What are the anomalies? What are the variations? Again,
it eliminates the inefficiency of sending field workers –
we can look at a huge area for which a company has a
mining licence in one go, and determine where the better
areas are for drilling. It all helps to keep costs down, and
to cause less damage to the environment.
There must be a number of other environmental applications
for the technology?
Oh, definitely. For oil spills, we use something called
Synthetic Aperture Radar, which helps detect when

something like that has happened. That’s an active sensor
– it emits and records energy.
An oil spill will appear smoother than the surrounding
ocean – there’s less ‘back-scatter’ sent back to the system.
And when you determine the average back-scatter values
of areas of ocean versus oil spills, you can figure out when
a spill happened, its extent, and even which vessel it
came from. Insurance companies love us! And it’s great
for clean-up efforts, as you can see who’s abiding by the
environmental laws.
You can also do things like count whales, and for
applications like that, there is a great synergy with ground
workers. We can find out where an animal is, and then
send biologists to determine the details.

Top: Normal RGB
image with smoke
from an unseen fire.
Above left: Measuring
chlorophlly-a.
Above right:
Measuring turbidity.

With technology developing all the time, how do you
build on what exists? Where to from here?
The development will be on the analysis side.
The technology is already around. The Landsat
programme (the longest-running enterprise for the
acquisition of satellite imagery of Earth, launched
on 23 July 1972) is nearly 50 years old, and those
satellites are good and reliable.
But what we’ll see now is the marriage of Earth
observation with machine learning and artificial
intelligence, and building robust new models for looking
at data. And there’ll be new jobs, as those new machines
and models will need checking.
And detecting trends is a big market that can be further
expanded in everyday commercial contexts. For instance,
if you operate a parking lot, we can help you figure out
when your heavy traffic days are, and what the patterns
are – where people prefer to park at what time and so on.
And then you can respond appropriately.
Text | Bruce Dennill Photography | Supplied, TommoT
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COMMUNICATIONS

R1,800

Toto’s (the dog’s) wages – in today’s money –
while filming The Wizard Of Oz.

storm
After the

Ryan Twittey was part of the telecommunications
response to Cyclone Idai

“You Northern Hemisphere guys get so excited about
stars. At home we get this every night,” says Australian
Ryan Twittey, Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC)
Coordinator for the Cyclone Idai response in Mozambique.
For more information
about the work of the
World Food Programme,
go to insight.wfp.org.

Although he is unimpressed by the luminous
constellations, the rest of the ETC team have their necks
snapped back. After another 14-hour working day, this is
the entertainment in Beira.
It’s Twittey’s last day as ETC Coordinator. “I was
nervous at the start. I didn’t know what to expect. I’d have
preferred to have the IT knowledge behind me because
at the end of the day if someone comes to you and says
“fix it”, it doesn’t feel good if you can’t. But we’ve got a
pretty good toolbox here, so that was good.”
“I don’t mind the first three, four weeks [of an emergency]
when it’s go-go-go and you’re getting stuff done. When it
starts to slow down, and it’s all about reports and people
wanting other stuff, yeah, it’s a good time to hand over.”
He grins.“I’m more operational than political.”
His preference to be in the action is unsurprising.
Twittey is down-to-earth, direct and self-deprecating,
with a dry sense of humour. Arriving in Maputo just

one day after Cyclone Idai hit, he spent two hours in the
World Food Programme’s (WFP) country office in the
capital before jumping in a car headed to Beira as the
airport was closed. “There was equipment and luggage
everywhere. We started a two-day drive to Beira and got
three-quarters of the way before the road washed out,
so we went to Chimoio [further west] and flew back to
Maputo and then flew on to Beira,” he shrugs.
He found places to sleep along the way and once he
got to Beira, got a room in a hotel in town.“My room had
no roof so it was a bit of open air and there was about
10cm of water on the floor – but the bed was made and
half dry.”

High intensity
The early days of the emergency were chaotic.
Humanitarians had descended on Beira from around
the globe and everyone was working flat out to get
communications up and running. Scores of journalists
overran the Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) at
Beira airport putting massive pressure on the fragile
bandwidth as they tried to upload footage of the
devastation the cyclone had left behind.
“There was so much [stuff] going on, setting up in the
EOC and trying to figure out what was happening. The
hardest part was working out the information available
and what we were going to do, figuring out the scale of
the disaster and how we should respond. It was only
three weeks in that we had a real idea.”
Although the Cyclone Idai response was a relatively
short emergency, Twittey was impressed with the way
the cluster worked, and happy with the support and
coordination from the UN Disaster Assessment and
Coordination (UNDAC) – an example of how it should
work everywhere. An electrical field mechanic, Twittey is
working on his Master’s in sustainable energy, and this is
where his passion is.
Text | Suzanne Fenton Photography | WFP/Suzanne Fenton
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TRUST US TO GET
IT THERE THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON

As an airfreight company with more than 25 years’ experience, we’ve
carried a lot for our customers. And not only what you expect…
We can take the whole family (including the four-legged members), to
more than 55 local, regional and international destinations (with our
partners), and can safely, expertly and confidently get you where you
want to be, with what you want to bring with you.
Airlink Cargo. The freedom to freight.
Contact us on: +27 (0) 10 880 3631/2/3 or
customercare@airlinkcargo.co.za or airlinkcargo.co.za
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OPINION

1843

The year in which the first fax machine was patented –
33 years before the first telephone was tested.

Is science
our greatest
achievement?
The saddest sound in the world
of science and technology. New, younger players from all
cultural groups are now able to make their contributions.
The digital age has also accelerated technology take-up
in developing societies and helped to close the digital
divide. Despite their negative environmental impacts in
the past, science and technology are also helping us to
soften our impact on living plants and animals and the
natural processes that support them.
Science is also a reliable source of information as it
tells the truth and therefore promotes evidence-based
decision-making. It also encourages us to use our
greatest human attribute – curiosity – and to constantly
question the status quo. Furthermore, the scientific
method makes it possible for us to determine cause
and effect, identify risks, and adopt novel approaches
to ameliorate them. Ultimately, science and technology
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But there were also some significant survivors of this
catastrophic event, including the reptiles that gave rise
to the modern turtles, birds and crocodiles, as well as
some relatively insignificant (at the time) furry little
mammals that eventually evolved into humans. If that
meteorite had not struck the Earth, the reptiles might
have remained dominant at the expense of the birds
and mammals.
The point is that, although extinction is tragic, it is not
the end of the world, as it has as important a role to
play in evolution as the formation of new species. Each
extinction event creates opportunities for new species

Considering the forces and faculties that link humankind
Extinctions are to be expected – as a normal part of the natural order
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bursts,
experimentation and observation’. The more
definition, ‘Our attempt to understand nature’s
mechanisms and processes and how to live and work
within them’, emphasises the need for us to use this
knowledge for the betterment of humankind, and
the other inhabitants of the planet, in a long-term,
sustainable way.
Science succeeds as it speaks a universal language,
promotes international collaboration and encourages the
free exchange of ideas. In this digital age, technological
advances have also broken the mould whereby only rich,
highly educated people contribute to the progress

4

The number of noses
a slug has.

Strength in numbers
Modern technology has therefore created a multibrained, multi-generational super-organism that is
globally connected, a form of collective genius that,
if properly applied, has the ability to address and
solve previously intractable global problems, such as
overpopulation, biodiversity loss, poverty, urbanisation
and human migrations. Our increased connectivity
also takes us beyond individual decision-making and
bias and encourages group thinking and consensus; it
also guards against authoritarianism. Despite its overarching power, science also teaches us to be humble, to
know our responsibilities, recognise our shortcomings
and acknowledge our ignorance.
Like all human endeavours, science and technology
have their up- and downsides. The scientific and
technology revolution over the last three centuries
has created jobs, stimulated economic development,
promoted globalisation and created many inventions
that improve the quality of life of people, such as
advanced medical care. But science and technology
have also encouraged excessive consumerism,

12 hours

The approximate amount of time it takes for food
to be completely digested by the human body.

materialism and unsustainable lifestyles, promoted
population growth, created health problems and gross
societal imbalances, accelerated global climate change
and led to the loss of biodiversity and interference with
essential ecological processes.
Furthermore, the rate of technological change has, in
some instances, outstripped our ability to make good
ethical decisions. The family car can be used to go on
holiday or as a car bomb, and drones can be used to
improve the efficiency of agriculture or to spy on our
neighbours. I would argue though that, properly used,
the tools of this First Digital Revolution offer us the
opportunity to solve the big problems and undo past
wrongs.
My original question, ‘Is science our greatest
achievement?’, actually misses the point. Science,
music, art and our other great accomplishments are not
competitive but complementary.
Like yin and yang, each needs the other in order to
thrive. But science makes it possible.

For more information,
go to mikebruton.co.za.

Text | Blue Sky Science with Mike Bruton Photography | ideyweb
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PGA Professional
and instructor

Gordon Millar
Fourways, Midrand
Johannesburg
Offers lessons for:
Individual, Private,
Junior, Ladies Clinic, Chipping,
Pitching, Putting, Groups,
Couples, Corporate and
Video Analysis

Call 082 957 3375
millargolf@gmail.com
www.aisj-jhb.com

Struggling with your golf swing?

The BIGGEST selection of real canvas tents in Africa
Rooftop tents

Marquee’s

Gazebo’s

Dome
tents

Shower cubicle

Lodge
tents

Stretchers

SHIPPING
WORLDWIDE
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NEAR O.R TAMBO
JOHANNESBURG AIRPORT
SOUTH AFRICA

Manufacture • Wholesale • Retailers

www.tentco.co.za

Tel: +27 11 397 6451/2
Fax: +27 11 397 6421
tentco@worldonline.co.za
Wholesale: colin@tentco.co.za

YOUR GATEWAY TO THE
OKAVANGO DELTA
Maun Lodge is a 140 room hotel oﬀering
diﬀerent styles of accommodation that cater
for both international, local tourists and
people visiting Maun on business. With
Various dining options and conference
facilities on oﬀer, which can seat up to 500
delegates. Maun Lodge aims to meet the
best standards and has quickly become a ﬁrst
choice for the diverse market, from local
government oﬃcials, residence and to
international tourists.

CONTACT US
Land Line: +267 686 3939
Fax:+267 686 3969
Email: maun.lodge@info.bw
Visit us: www.maunlodge.com

FOLLOW US ON

This is your complimentary copy of Skyways. Should you wish to hang on to any information, please take this copy of the magazine with you.
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BESPOKE IMMIGRATION
& EXPATRIATE SERVICES

Work Permit & Expatriate Solutions

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
Work Visas

Immigration Audit Services

Corporate Visas

Specialist Legal Services

Permanent Residency Permits

Expatriate & International Tax

Immigration Tracking System

Immigration Training

CONTACT US
Marisa Jacobs | Cell: 072 522 3690 | Office: 011 467 0810
marisa@xpatweb.com | www.xpatweb.com

OUR EXPERIENCE AND DEDICATION IS YOUR GUARANTEE
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TETE

31 JULY – 1 AUG 2019
@ THE BAOBAB HOTEL
12H00 – 17H00

KALUMBILA
ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE

MTE MAY 2019 | 3RD

#MTEexpos bringing buyer &
supplier together since 1993
9 SEPT 2019
@ IMPALA SUITES
12H00 – 17H00

SOLWEZI

11 SEPT 2019
@ ROYAL SOLWEZI HOTEL
13H00 – 17H30

KITWE

13 SEPT 2019 @ NKANA CRICKET CLUB | 12H00 – 17H00
* Quote MTE AFRICA when booking your stand and receive
10% discount on any regional expo booked.

www.MTEexpos.co.za
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Suppliers of Ferro
Silicon, Concrete
Ready Mix, Concrete
Pumps (Placing
and Floating) and
Transport Logistics
Phone 011 784 5285 • info@comberero.co.za
busi@comberero.co.za or tshepo@comberero.co.za

a Division of Inharvest Plant and Machinery Hire

We Buy,
We Collect,
We Deliver from
Johannesburg to
Zimbabwe,
Zambia
And DRC

BOOK YOUR
STAND TODAY*

Andrew Macnamara: +27 (0)82 720 0083
andrew@interactmedia.co.za

Invincible Valves (Pty) Ltd was established in 1982 and since has
grown to a medium sized enterprise located in Knights, Germiston
Invincible Valves prides itself on service excellent and flexibility by striving
to enhance our customer’s bottom line.
Our 6,500m² facility in Knights is made up of 4,500m² under roof being
our stores and workshop. The facility is fully equipped to offer a one-stop
resource for valves and ancillary equipment which we transport globally.
As an approved BBBEE Level 2 supplier to all major industries within
South Africa, we maintain expertise and experience across a
broad spectrum of industries and applications with a wide range of
products. We offer a comprehensive range of local and imported valves
and accessories for the mining, petro-chemical, power generation,
water, sewerage and general industries. We have agents in all major
centres around the country and service all four corners of the globe.
We offer an in-house rubber lining service for valves, pipes, fittings
and vessels which is utilized by many of the country’s major valve
manufacturers. In addition we offer complete service, repair and valve
reconditioning services for all types of valves.
Our Core Values:
We believe in treating our customers with respect. We grow through
creativity, invention and innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity
and business ethics into all aspects of our business functioning.
Our Mission Statement:
Build long term relationships with our customers and clients, to provide
exceptional customer services by pursuing business through innovation
and advanced technology.
Our Purpose:
To be a leader in the Valve Industry by providing enhanced services,
customer service and profitability.
Our Vision:
To provide a quality service that exceeds the expectations of our
esteemed customers.
Invincible Valves is a proud supplier of quality valve products and
ancillary equipment backed by service excellence around the globe. It is
the combination of these values that allows us to form lasting business
relationships.

Invincible Valves (Pty) Ltd

If it's not INVAL®, it's not Invincible

This is your complimentary copy of Skyways. Should you wish to hang on to any information, please take this copy of the magazine with you.
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33 Shaft Road, Knights, Germiston
TEL: +27 (0) 11 822 1777 | FAX: +27 (0) 11 822 3666
EMAIL: enquiries@invalve.co.za | WEB: www.invalve.co.za
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DRILL

BLAST

LOAD & HAUL

ALL SURFACE REQUIREMENTS:
Quarrying - Civil Contracts - Opencast Mines
www.africandrillandblast.com

gerard@africandb.co.za
Gerard Schenk +27 (0)73 629 6850

Are your extraction processes
starting to become an ORE-deal?
Axis House are leading Reagent Technology Management
experts offering cutting edge mineral processing solutions.
• Fully equipped laboratory
• Accurate benchmarking of alternate reagent suites
• Global footprint
www.axishouse.co.za info@axishouse.co.za +27 11 463 4888

2
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The number of litres
of hydrogen a termite
can produce after
ingesting a single
piece of paper.
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REMAMILL LINERS
REMA TIP TOP prides itself on their high quality mill liner portfolio. All our mill lining products are
made to the highest quality specifications. Specific formulated compounds are available to suit any of
the customers’ requirements.

Companies are always looking for ways to save time and money. What better way than to give our client a REMAMILL
System?
Ê REMA TIP TOP individually designs each of the Mill Lining systems catering to a customer’s specific requirements.
Ê They are quicker and safer to install than steel liners.
Ê There are environmental benefits, such as noise reduction – 50% less noise than steel liners.
Ê Less downtime, more productivity – No maintenance or patch installations.
The features of the REMAMILL System are able to increase efficiency, decrease downtime and increase productivity,
thus saving the client Time and Money.
This approach is taken to all the types of mills that are found in the market.
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê

AG Mills
SAG Mills
Ball Mills
Pebble Mills
Washing Drums
Scrubbers
De-barking Drums

Benoni Plant
22 - 24 Lincoln Road, Industrial Site, Benoni
011 741 2500
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Discharger

Grate plate

Lifter bar

Support segment

Filling segment

Shell plate

Head plate

Manhole cover

Trunnion liner

Centre cone

Howick Plant
1 Induna Mills Road, Howick, Kwazulu Natal
033 239 7200

info@rematiptop.co.za
www.rema-tiptop.co.za

ALUZINC® steel, sectional tanks

Industry / Mining / Agriculture / Fire-fighting / Municipal /
Food-processing / Emergency water
BULK POTABLE WATER & LIQUID STORAGE THROUGHOUT AFRICA
• Potability certified liners • On-site assembly… anywhere
• Versatile – any capacity • Rapid installation
• Low maintenance
sales@rainbowres.com
011 965 6016

www.rainbowtanks.co.za
083 226 8572

This is your complimentary copy of Skyways. Should you wish to hang on to any information, please take this copy of the magazine with you.
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When it comes to material
handling, we have it all.
Our industries...
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Our brands...
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BELL
BOMAG
FINLAY
JOHN DEERE
KAMAZ
KOBELCO
MATRIARCH
WARATAH
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
FAMILY VALUES
INNOVATION
LOCAL MANUFACTURE
PERFORMANCE
QUALITY
UPTIME
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Bell1392

What drives us...

P

With Bell, the search is over!

Tel: +27 (0)11 928 9700 • E-mail: marketing@bellequipment.com
www.bellequipment.com
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Strong Reliable Machines
Strong Reliable Support

promotion

a

vintage
year

Prominent South African variety has
its annual awards ceremony

Hosted by cultivar association
Shiraz SA, the seventh Shiraz Challenge
function took place on Thursday, 16 May
at Ashanti Estate. Guests could sample
the 25 single-cultivar wines and six
blends that made it to the finals.

Consistent quality

72
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Commenting on the quality of entries, panel
convenor Dr Andy Roediger said the continued pace
of year-on-year improvement had impressed the
judges. "The wines were of improving quality across
the board and it appears the winemakers have got
their wood regime right.
"Very few wines were heavily oaked, a tendency
which is being moved away from. It appears that
oak from East Europe is overtaking a preference for
American, which has resulted in more spicy Shiraz
styles. The latest vintages have a sweeter fruit tone to
them. The wine styles are more approachable at an
early age. The wines are elegant, showing fruit purity
with balanced oaking," said Dr Roediger, a Cape
Wine Master who has chaired the Shiraz Challenge
panel for six years.

The 12 Shiraz
champions for
2019 are:
 Babylonstoren Shiraz 2017
Neethlingshof Shiraz 2015
Bellingham The Bernard
Series Basket Press
Syrah 2016
Quoin Rock Shiraz 2015
Driehoek Shiraz 2017
Rhebokskloof Black
Marble Hill Syrah 2016
Driehoek Shiraz 2016
Kruger Family Reserve
Shiraz 2016 (Stellenview)
Flagstone Dark
Horse Shiraz 2015
Strandveld First
Sighting Shiraz 2017
KWV Cathedral
Cellar Shiraz 2016
La Cave Shiraz 2017
(Wellington Wines)
The winning Shiraz blends are:
Alvi’s Drift Albertus
Viljoen Bismarck 2017
Babylonstoren Babel 2017
Eikendal Charisma 2017

For more information,
go to meraas.com.

The esteem of the competition was again revealed
by the fact that wines from every region were
entered. A total of 207 wines participated in the
championship this year. Of these, 36 were blends –
a category added to the competition in 2014.
Single-cultivar wines that made the final
assessment were: Allee Bleue Black Series Syrah
2015; Alleé Bleue Shiraz 2016; Antonij Rupert
Syrah 2014; Cederberg Shiraz 2017; De Grendel
Shiraz 2017; De Grendel Shiraz 2016; Glen Carlou
Syrah 2017; Tamboerskloof Syrah 2015 (Kleinood);
Lomond Estate Syrah 2015; Spencer Bay Shiraz
2012 (Namaqua Wines); Oldenburg Vineyard Syrah
2015; Constitution Road Shiraz 2015 (Robertson
Winery); and Stellenview Reserve Shiraz 2016.
Finalists in the blend category are Edgebaston
The Pepper Pot 2017; KWV Roodeberg Dr Charles
Niehaus 2016; and, Saronsberg Full Circle 2017.

Important legacy
The importance of the competition is reflected in
the scale of Shiraz as a contributor to job creation
and the country's economy. Shiraz is among South
Africa's most widely planted varieties with the
country being one of the biggest global growers.
Shiraz SA is a member organisation that
represents producers of South African Shiraz and
was established in 2008. It is the largest cultivar
organisation with over 230 members. Through
campaigns around, for example, its recently
unveiled slogan – I say Syrah, you say Shiraz –
its aim is to create awareness of the superior and
award-winning wines produced locally from this
noble cultivar.
All producers of Shiraz are invited to enter their
wines in the annual Shiraz Challenge, irrespective
of whether they are members of the association
or not.

Out of
thin air

Free, sustainable water for hospitality
venues a real possibility

Lodges, restaurants, hotels, resorts and the like
are, for the first time, able to harvest humidity, purify it and
bottle it in reusable glass bottles with steel caps – in-house
and powered by solar, thanks to a South African company,
Planet Air Water.
For more information,
go to airwater.co.za.

The global company, based in SA, designed, supplied and
fitted the first solar-powered Air Water bottling system at
a lodge on the east coast of South Africa.
"It has been an incredible success," said Ray de Vries,
CEO of Planet Air Water. "The whole system takes up
surprisingly little space and offers both pure still and
sparkling water harvested from just the air."
The atmospheric water generation machines have been
configured in a unique way to ensure maximum humidity
harvesting with as little power as possible. It is expected
that the lodge will have a return on investment of 12

months – made up mainly from savings on complimentary
water given to guests. The cost of producing the water on
site with the Air Water system is less than 10% of water
bottles bought in. More than that though, the lodge will
completely eradicate the use of plastic bottles forever and
use a 100% sustainable water source.
Apart from the glass bottles used in the rooms and
restaurants, guests are issued with aluminium bottles that
are used on game drives and around the swimming pool.
"We are super proud of this innovation, as everyone
wins – including the planet. We are hoping to attract
investors to help us increase our capacity so that we can
roll this out to lodges and resorts in the rest of South
Africa and beyond. In this way we will negate the need
to draw thousands upon thousands of litres of water from
groundwater and replace it with water made from just the
air," says De Vries.

Growing the
STEM

Mastercard commits to reaching a million girls globally
by 2025 with education platform

Cybersecurity and artificial intelligence (AI)
are two of the hottest technology fields today,
with job opportunities continuing to grow
across both. However, worldwide, women
make up less than 15% of the professionals in
these high-tech jobs and only one in 20 girls
opts for a career based in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM).
To help narrow the gender gap, Mastercard
has been cultivating young technology

enthusiasts as part of its signature education
platform, Girls4Tech. Currently in its fifth
year, this hands-on, inquiry-based STEM
programme has reached more than 400,000
girls (ages eight to 12) in 25 countries, more
than doubling its established goal when
launched in 2017.
Mastercard created Girls4Tech in April
2014 to inspire young girls to pursue STEM
careers through a fun, engaging curriculum

built around global science and mathematics
standards.

New curriculum unveiled
As technology skills continue to evolve, the
Girls4Tech programme is launching a new
curriculum to give girls deeper exposure to
the growing fields of cybersecurity and AI.
And to continue the engagement with
girls who have already participated in
the programme, Mastercard is launching
Girls4Tech 2.0. Designed for older students,
ages 13 to 16, the new programme aims to
keep girls excited about STEM throughout
the critical high school years and also
emphasises important 21st Century skills
such as collaboration, creativity and
communication as they work in teams to
apply their technical knowledge to solve
real-world challenges.
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+55 routes
endless possibilities
Cessna Caravan C208: 12 Seats
Ndola

Nampula

Vic Falls
Livingstone

Kasane
Maun
St Helena

Windhoek

Harare

Antananarivo

Beira

Phalaborwa

Polokwane

JNB

Maseru

Jetstream 4100: 29 Seats
Vilanculos

Hoedspruit
Skukuza
Nelspruit
Maputo
Sikhupe

Walvis Bay
Sishen
Kimberley
Upington
Bloemfontein

Tete

Bulawayo

Gaborone

Nosy Be

Pemba

Lusaka

Richards Bay
Pietermaritzburg
Durban

Mthatha
East London

Embraer 135: 37 Seats
Embraer 140: 44 Seats

Cape Town George Port Elizabeth

44046

Avro RJ85: 83 – 87 Seats

Embraer E-Jet 190: 98 seats
6 Business class - seat configuration 1 and 2
92 Economy class - seat configuration 2 and 2

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Embraer E-Jet 170: 74 seats
6 Business class - seat configuration 1 and 2
68 Economy class - seat configuration 2 and 2

Fly Airlink

TIMETABLE effective 01 JULY 2019

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

SA8681

Cape Town

-

East London

10:45

12:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8682

East London

-

Cape Town

12:40

14:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

1

2

3

4

5			

Cape Town - George - Cape Town
SA8621

Cape Town

-

George

07:10

08:00

Avro RJ85

83

SA8623

Cape Town

-

George

09:00

09:50						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8631

Cape Town

-

George

11:45

12:35

Embraer 140

44

SA8633

Cape Town

-

George

12:50

13:40						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8639

Cape Town

-

George

14:15

15:05

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8625

Cape Town

-

George

15:15

16:05				 4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8635

Cape Town

-

George

16:50

17:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8622

George

-

Cape Town

08:30

09:20

1

2

3

4

5			

Avro RJ85

83

SA8624

George

-

Cape Town

10:10

11:00						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8632

George

-

Cape Town

13:00

13:50

Embraer 140

44

SA8634

George

-

Cape Town

14:00

14:50						 6		

Embraer 140

44

SA8638

George

-

Cape Town

15:30

16:20

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8626

George

-

Cape Town

16:30

17:20				 4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8636

George

-

Cape Town

18:20

19:15

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

1
1

1
1
1

2
2

2
2
2

3
3

3
3
3

4
4

4
4
4

5		 7

5		 7

														

Cape Town - Hoedspruit - Cape Town

SA8657

Cape Town

-

Hoedspruit

10:50

13:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8658

Hoedspruit

-

Cape Town

13:50

16:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

1

2

Cape Town - Kimberley - Cape Town
SA8611

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

06:15

07:50

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8617

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

16:25

17:55			 3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8617

Cape Town

-

Kimberley

16:50

18:20

1

2						

Embraer 135

37

SA8612

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

08:15

09:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8618

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

18:25

19:55			 3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8618

Kimberley

-

Cape Town

18:50

20:25

Embraer 135

37

1

2						

														

Cape Town - Nelspruit - Cape Town

SA8663

Cape Town

-

Nelspruit

10:00

12:35

1

2

3

4

5

SA8665

Cape Town

-

Nelspruit

16:30

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

6

Embraer 135

37

SA8660

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

07:00

09:25

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8662

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

07:00

09:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8662

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

08:20

09:55						 6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8664

Nelspruit

-

Cape Town

13:15

15:45

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

98

6

7

7

E-Jet 190

98

Cape Town - Port Elizabeth - Cape Town
SA8671

Cape Town

-

Port Elizabeth

07:10

08:20

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

SA8675

Cape Town

-

Port Elizabeth

15:25

16:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8672

Port Elizabeth

-

Cape Town

08:50

10:10

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8676

Port Elizabeth

-

Cape Town

17:10

18:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

														

Cape Town - Skukuza - Cape Town

SA8651

Cape Town

-

Skukuza

10:35

13:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8652

Skukuza

-

Cape Town

11:20

13:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

														

Cape Town - Upington - Cape Town

SA8645

Cape Town

-

Upington

07:10

08:30

SA8641

Cape Town

-

Upington

16:35

17:55							 7

1

Embraer 135

37

SA8646

Upington

-

Cape Town

08:50

10:10

Embraer 135

37

SA8642

Upington

-

Cape Town

18:15

19:35							 7

Embraer 135

37

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5			
5			

Embraer 135

37

Durban - Bloemfontein - Durban
SA8531

Durban

-

Bloemfontein

06:50

07:55

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8537

Durban

-

Bloemfontein

16:35

17:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8532

Bloemfontein

-

Durban

08:15

09:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8538

Bloemfontein

-

Durban

18:00

19:00

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Cape Town - East London - Cape Town

Airlink's REGIONAL AND DOMESTIC flights check-in Terminal B counters B89 - B101 at OR
Tambo International Airport.
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TIMETABLE effective 01 JULY 2019 			

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

09:40
11:50

11:30
13:15

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Durban - George - Durban

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

SA8515
SA8514

Durban
George

-

George
Durban

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Embraer 135
Embraer 135

37
37

Durban - Nelspruit - Durban
														
SA8505
Durban
Nelspruit
13:45
14:45
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Embraer 135
SA8506
Nelspruit
Durban
15:10
16:10
1 2 3 4 5 6		
Embraer 135
SA8510
Nelspruit
Durban
17:40
18:40							 7
Embraer 135

37
37
37

Johannesburg - Bloemfontein - Johannesburg
SA8401
SA8403
SA8409
SA8411
SA8407
SA8402
SA8404
SA8410
SA8412
SA8408

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein

-

Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Bloemfontein
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

05:50
08:45
14:00
15:35
16:15
07:15
10:05
15:25
16:55
17:40

06:45
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:55						 6		
16:30
1 2 3 4 5			
17:10
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:05
1 2 3 4 5			
11:00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16:20						 6		
17:50
1 2 3 4 5			
18:35
1 2 3 4 5		 7

Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190

37
37
37
37
98
37
37
37
37
98

09:50
13:00
11:20
14:30

10:50
14:00
12:20
15:30

E-Jet
E-Jet
E-Jet
E-Jet

190
190
190
190

98
98
98
98

05:55
08:30
09:10
13:30
16:30
07:30
10:05
10:45
15:00
18:20

07:05
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40						 6		
10:20
1 2 3 4 5			
14:40
1 2 3 4 5			
17:40
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:40
1 2 3 4 5			
11:15						 6		
11:55
1 2 3 4 5			
16:10
1 2 3 4 5			
19:30
1 2 3 4 5		 7

Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 170
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 170

44
44
44
44
74
44
44
44
44
74

07:00
09:00
09:30
10:00
11:05
11:05
15:30
15:30
16:30
17:15
18:05
06:55
08:25
08:30
10:10
13:35
13:35
15:05
15:55
16:40
16:40
18:25

07:50
1 2 3 4 5			
09:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10:20
1		 3 4 5		 7
10:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11:50						 6		
11:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16:15
1 2 3 4 5		 7
16:15						 6		
17:20							 7
18:05
1 2 3 4 5			
18:55
1 2 3 4 5		 7
07:50
1 2 3 4 5			
09:15
1 2 3 4 5			
09:25						 6		
11:05
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:25
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14:25						 6		
16:00							 7
16:50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17:30
1 2 3 4 5		 7
17:30						 6		
19:20
1 2 3 4 5			

Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 140
E-Jet 190
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 135
E-Jet 190
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 135
Embraer 140
Embraer 140

44
37
37
44
44
98
37
44
37
44
37
37
44
37
37
98
44
37
44
37
44
44

11:45
15:30
13:15
17:00

12:55
16:40
14:35
18:20

5 6 7
5			
5 6 7
5			

Jetstream
Jetstream
Jetstream
Jetstream

29
29
29
29

17:55
06:45
08:00

19:40
1 2 3 4 5		 7
08:30
1 2 3 4 5			
09:40						 6		

E-Jet 170
E-Jet 170
E-Jet 170

Johannesburg - Hoedspruit - Johannesburg
SA8851
SA8859
SA8852
SA8860

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Hoedspruit
Hoedspruit

-

Hoedspruit
Hoedspruit
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Johannesburg - Kimberley - Johannesburg
SA8421
SA8429
SA8423
SA8425
SA8427
SA8422
SA8430
SA8424
SA8426
SA8428

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley

-

Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Johannesburg - Nelspruit - Johannesburg
SA8823
SA8827
SA8825
SA8843
SA8841
SA8841
SA8845
SA8845
SA8829
SA8849
SA8837
SA8838
SA8824
SA8836
SA8828
SA8842
SA8842
SA8830
SA8844
SA8846
SA8846
SA8848

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit

-

Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Johannesburg - Phalaborwa - Johannesburg
SA8853
SA8857
SA8854
SA8858

Johannesburg
Johannesburg
Phalaborwa
Phalaborwa

-

Phalaborwa
Phalaborwa
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

41
41
41
41

Johannesburg - Port Elizabeth - Johannesburg
SA8469
SA8462
SA8464

Johannesburg
Port Elizabeth
Port Elizabeth

-

Port Elizabeth
Johannesburg
Johannesburg

Golf Bags: 1 bag at 15kg free baggage allowance – golf bags must be pre-booked with your booking agent.
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74
74
74

TIMETABLE effective 01 JULY 2019

FLIGHTS – Domestic
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

SA8801

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

06:35

07:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8809

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

10:45

11:35

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8815

Johannesburg

-

Polokwane

16:35

17:35

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8802

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

07:55

08:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8810

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

11:55

12:50

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8816

Polokwane

-

Johannesburg

18:00

19:05

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

6

6

														

Johannesburg - Pietermaritzburg - Johannesburg

SA8747

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

07:00

08:00

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8735

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

12:15

13:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8735

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

12:15

13:15						 6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8743

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

15:30

16:30

E-Jet 190

98

SA8741

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

17:15

18:15							 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8741

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

17:15

18:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8739

Johannesburg

-

Pietermaritzburg

18:15

19:15

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8730

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

06:45

07:45

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8732

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

08:45

09:45						 6		

E-Jet 190

98

SA8732

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

08:45

09:45

1

2

3

4

5			

E-Jet 190

98

SA8736

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

13:50

14:55

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8736

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

13:50

14:55						 6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8744

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

17:00

18:00

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8742

Pietermaritzburg

-

Johannesburg

18:40

19:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Johannesburg - Richards Bay - Johannesburg
SA8441

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

06:40

07:55

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 170

74

SA8443

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

11:35

12:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

6		

E-Jet 170

74

SA8445

Johannesburg

-

Richards Bay

15:20

16:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8442

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

08:50

10:00

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 170

74

SA8444

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

13:10

14:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8446

Richards Bay

-

Johannesburg

17:00

18:05

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 170

74		

6		

												

Johannesburg - Skukuza - Johannesburg

SA8861

Johannesburg

-

Skukuza

10:00

10:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8865

Johannesburg

-

Skukuza

13:20

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8862

Skukuza

-

Johannesburg

13:30

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8866

Skukuza

-

Johannesburg

14:50

15:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Upington - Johannesburg

SA8761

Johannesburg

-

Upington

07:10

08:40

1

2

3

4				

Embraer 140

44

SA8767

Johannesburg

-

Upington

11:00

12:30

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8769

Johannesburg

-

Upington

15:20

16:50

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8762

Upington

-

Johannesburg

09:00

10:35

1

2

3

4				

Embraer 140

44

SA8768

Upington

-

Johannesburg

12:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8770

Upington

-

Johannesburg

17:10

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

37

6

6

Johannesburg - Mthatha - Johannesburg
SA8751

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

06:15

07:30

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

SA8757

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

12:00

13:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8759

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

15:00

16:15				 4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8755

Johannesburg

-

Mthatha

15:50

17:05

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8752

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

07:50

09:05

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8758

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

13:35

14:50

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8760

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

16:35

17:50				 4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8756

Mthatha

-

Johannesburg

17:30

18:45

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

3

4				

6

6

Johannesburg - Sishen - Johannesburg
SA8773

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

05:50

07:20

1

2

Embraer 135

37

SA8775

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

06:30

08:00

1

2						

Jetstream 41

29

SA8771

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

06:25

07:45

1

2

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8779

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

14:50

16:20					 5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8787

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

15:05

16:35				 4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8777

Johannesburg

-

Sishen

15:30

16:50

1

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8774

Sishen

-

07:40

08:50

1							

Embraer 135

37

SA8772

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

08:20

09:30

1

2

Embraer 135

37

SA8776

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

08:35

10:10

1

2						

Jetstream 41

29

SA8780

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

16:40

18:15		

2

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8788

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

17:10

18:45				4

5			

Jetstream 41

29

SA8778

Sishen

-

Johannesburg

17:25

18:35

5			

Embraer 135

37

Johannesburg

1

2

2

3

3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4
4

5			

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Polokwane - Johannesburg

Golf Bags: 1 bag at 15kg free baggage allowance – golf bags must be pre-booked with your booking agent.
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TIMETABLE effective 01 JULY 2019 		

FLIGHTS – Regional
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Johannesburg - Antananarivo - Johannesburg
SA8252

Johannesburg

-

Antananarivo

10:00

14:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8253

Antananarivo

-

Johannesburg

14:45

17:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

														

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Beira - Johannesburg

SA8214

Johannesburg

-

Beira

11:40

13:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8215

Beira

-

Johannesburg

13:40

15:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8247

Beira

-

Johannesburg

16:45

18:35							 7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Bulawayo - Johannesburg

SA8112

Johannesburg

-

Bulawayo

06:25

07:45

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

SA8110

Johannesburg

-

Bulawayo

10:40

12:05

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

SA8113

Bulawayo

-

Johannesburg

08:05

09:30

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8111

Bulawayo

-

Johannesburg

12:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

E-Jet 190

98

07 19

6

7
7

44

														

Johannesburg - Gaborone - Johannesburg

SA8452

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

06:05

07:00

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

SA8454

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

09:15

10:10

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8456

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

11:00

11:55						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8458

Johannesburg

-

Gaborone

17:05

18:00

1

2

3

4

5

Avro RJ85

83

SA8453

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

07:30

08:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8455

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

10:35

11:30

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8457

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

12:30

13:25						
6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8459

Gaborone

-

Johannesburg

18:30

19:25

Avro RJ85

83

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

7

37

Johannesburg - Kasane - Johannesburg
													
SA8306

Johannesburg

-

Kasane

11:45

13:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8307

Kasane

-

Johannesburg

14:00

15:45

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 190

98

																

Nelspruit - Livingstone - Nelspruit
									
SA8870

Nelspruit

-

Livingstone

11:35

13:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

SA8871

Livingstone

-

Nelspruit

13:45

15:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Lusaka - Johannesburg

SA8160

Johannesburg

-

Lusaka

06:35

08:30

1

2

3

4

5

SA8164

Johannesburg

-

Lusaka

16:05

18:00

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8161

Lusaka

-

Johannesburg

09:00

11:05

1

2

3

4

5

Embraer 140

44

SA8165

6		

Lusaka

-

Johannesburg

18:25

20:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

6		

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Harare - Johannesburg

SA8100

Johannesburg

-

Harare

06:25

08:15

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

SA8102

Johannesburg

-

Harare

16:25

18:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8101

Harare

-

Johannesburg

08:40

10:25

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8103

Harare

-

Johannesburg

18:45

20:30

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 140

44

37

37

Johannesburg - Sikhupe - Johannesburg
SA8080

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

06:50

07:40

1

2

3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

SA8082

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

10:05

10:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8084

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

12:50

13:40

				5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8086

Johannesburg

-

Sikhupe

16:05

16:55

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8081

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

08:10

09:15

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8083

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

11:25

12:25

				5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8085

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

14:10

15:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8087

Sikhupe

-

Johannesburg

17:25

18:20

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Johannesburg - St Helena - Johannesburg
SA8131

Johannesburg

-

St Helena

09:00

13:15						 6		

E-Jet 190

98

SA8132

St Helena

-

Johannesburg

14:30

21:15						 6		

E-Jet 190

98

Johannesburg - Maseru - Johannesburg
SA8050

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

06:40

07:35

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8052

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

09:40

10:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8060

Johannesburg

-

Maseru

13:00

14:00						 6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8051

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

08:10

09:05

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 135

37

SA8053

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

10:55

11:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8061

Maseru

-

Johannesburg

14:35

15:45						 6

7

Embraer 135

37

Airlink's REGIONAL AND DOMESTIC flights check-in Terminal B counters B89 - B101 at OR Tambo International Airport.
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TIMETABLE effective 01 JULY 2019

FLIGHTS – Regional
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

AIRCRAFT

SEATS

Johannesburg - Maun - Johannesburg
SA8300

Johannesburg

-

Maun

11:45

13:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

SA8301

Maun

-

Johannesburg

14:00

15:40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

														

Johannesburg

-

Nampula

11:10

13:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8231

Nampula

-

Johannesburg

14:10

16:50

1

2

3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Johannesburg - Ndola - Johannesburg
														
SA8152

Johannesburg

-

Ndola

08:30

11:00

1

2

3

4

5

SA8156

Johannesburg

-

Ndola

16:05

18:15

1

2

3

4

5			

6

SA8153

Ndola

-

Johannesburg

11:35

14:05

1

2

3

4

5

SA8157

Ndola

-

Johannesburg

18:40

20:55

1

2

3

4

5			

6

7

7

Embraer 135

37

Embraer 140

44

Embraer 135

37

Embraer 140

44		

					

Johannesburg - Nosy Be - Johannesburg
SA8246

Johannesburg

-

Nosy Be

09:30

14:00							 7

Embraer 140

44

SA8247

Nosy Be

-

Johannesburg

14:45

18:45							 7

Embraer 140

44

Johannesburg - Pemba - Johannesburg
SA8204

Johannesburg

-

Pemba

11:30

14:20

1		 3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

SA8205

Pemba

-

Johannesburg

14:50

17:45

1		 3

4

5

6		

Embraer 135

37

														

Johannesburg - Tete - Johannesburg
SA8220

Johannesburg

-

Tete

10:35

12:40

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

SA8221

Tete

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:45

1

2

3

4

5			

Embraer 140

44

														

Johannesburg - Vilankulos - Johannesburg
SA8260

Johannesburg

-

Vilankulos

11:30

13:10

1

3

4

5

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8263

Vilankulos

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:10

1		 3

2

4

5		 7

Embraer 135

37

SA8261

Vilankulos

-

Johannesburg

13:45

15:30

1

4

5

Embraer 135

37

2

3

6

6

7

Nelspruit - Vilankulos
														
SA8258

Nelspruit

-

Vilankulos

11:45

12:55

1		3

4

5		7

Embraer 135

37

Cape Town - Maun - Cape Town
SA8604

Cape Town

-

Maun

10:20

13:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

SA8605

Maun

-

Cape Town

13:35

16:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Avro RJ85

83

Cape Town - Victoria Falls - Cape Town						
SA8690

Cape Town

-

Victoria Falls

08:30

11:15

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

SA8691

Victoria Falls

-

Cape Town

11:45

14:40

1

2

3

4

5		 7

E-Jet 190

98

Johannesburg - Walvis Bay - Johannesburg
SA8141

Johannesburg

-

Walvis bay

10:20

12:40

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

SA8142

Walvis bay

-

Johannesburg

13:25

15:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E-Jet 170

74

Cape Town - Windhoek - Cape Town
SA8126

Cape Town

-

Windhoek

10:00

12:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

SA8127

Windhoek

-

Cape Town

14:00

16:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Embraer 135

37

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Johannesburg - Nampula - Johannesburg
SA8230

Day 1 = Monday, Day 7 = Sunday
For reservations visit www.flyairlink.com, your travel agent or SAA Central Reservations on +27 11-978 1111
• Flight schedules subject to change • Contact your booking agent for these conditions
EXCESS BAGGAGE AND SPORTING EQUIPMENT: Refer to www.flyairlink.com Important information & Conditions of Carriage Clause 8 Baggage 8.3
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of content of the published timetable, both operational and strategic issues
cause timetable changes. Due to the forward lead time required for publication, these often cannot be duly reflected. Should this occur,
Airlink and its agents are not responsible for any errors, omissions, losses or detriments arising from the publication.

MEMBER

79
07 19

46678

Travel
extraordinary
to the heart of the African bush.

image courtesy andBeyond

image courtesy Allen Murray

image courtesy Royal Malewane by Kristoff Eyckmans

Calling all adventurers
Airlink flies direct from Johannesburg and Cape Town to Nelspruit KMIA
and Skukuza Airport – gateways to the Kruger National Park.
A unique 20 minute airside transfer connects you onward to the doorstep
of more safari destinations. Let Airlink’s Lodge Link service fly you to the
Ulusaba, Arathusa, Londolozi, Ngala and Phinda airstrips.

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink

LODGE LINK NETWORK PROGRAMME
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

				

CONNECTING FLIGHT OPTIONS			
Flight number

Routing		

Departs

Arrives

Arathusa lodge strip (ASS) servicing: Arathusa, Cheetah Plains, Chitwa Chitwa, Djuma Vuyatela, Elephant Plains, Nkoho, Simbambili
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8652
8862
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8664
8506
8842
8866

Skukuza to Cape Town
Skukuza to Johannesburg
Nelspruit to Livingstone
Nelspruit to Vilankulos
Nelspruit to Cape Town
Nelspruit to Johannesburg
Nelspruit to Durban
Nelspruit to Cape Town
Nelspruit to Durban
Nelspruit to Johannesburg
Skukuza to Johannesburg

11:20
13:30
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
15:10
13:35
14:50

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit 		
Cape Town to Skukuza 		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Cape Town to Skukuza		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8861
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8651
8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Cape Town to Skukuza		
Johannesburg to Skukuza		

10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
13:05
14:10

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8507
8843
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8505
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663
8507
8841
8663

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		
Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		
Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		
Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

08:05
10:50
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35
08:05
11:55
12:35

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8870
8258
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506
8664
8842
8506

Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit
Nelspruit

Flights TO Arathusa FROM:
SA 8945
Skukuza via Londolozi to Arathusa
11:15
11:50
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Arathusa
13:00
14:00
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8933
Skukuza via Ulusaba to Arathusa
14:45
15:20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights FROM Londolozi (LDZ) TO:
SA 8945
Skukuza to Londolozi
11:15
11:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8948
Skukuza to Londolozi
14:30
14:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights TO Londolozi FROM:
SA 8945
Skukuza to Londolozi
11:15
11:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8948
Skukuza to Londolozi
14:30
14:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											

Flights FROM Nelpsruit - Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport (KMIA/MQP) TO:
SA 8960
Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala
11:35
12:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba
12:55
13:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8932
Nelspruit KMIA via Ulusaba to Londolozi
12:55
13:45
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi
13:00
13:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Arathusa
13:00
14:00
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Nelspruit KMIA to Skukuza
13:00
14:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8961
Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda
13:20
14:35
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											

Flights TO Nelspruit - Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport (KMIA/MQP) FROM:
SA 8952
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8930
Arathusa via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8950
Ulusaba via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
09:50
10:40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8960
Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA
10:00
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8950
Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA
10:10
10:40
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8930
Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA
10:30
11:05
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8945
Londolozi via Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
11:40
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8945
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
12:00
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8961
Ngala to Nelspruit KMIA
12:20
12:55
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Livingstone
Vilankulos
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban
Cape Town
Johannesburg
Durban

11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
11:35
11:35
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10
13:15
13:35
15:10

Applicable fare rules apply. 20kg checked baggage, soft bag only. 7kg hand baggage, soft bag only. Free luggage storage facilities available at Skukuza Airport and Nelspruit KMIA.
These exclusive services are restricted to applicable lodges and their guests.

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Flights FROM Arathusa TO:
SA 8930
Arathusa via Londolozi to Skukuza
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
SA 8952
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
09:35
10:10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
											
											
SA 8945
Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA
12:00
12:30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
											
											
SA 8943
Arathusa to Skukuza
14:10
14:25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

81
07 19

LODGE LINK NETWORK PROGRAMME
FLIGHT

ROUTE

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

FREQUENCY

CONNECTING FLIGHT OPTIONS			

				

Flight number

Routing		

Departs

Arrives

When planning your next flight, for business or pleasure, this flight schedule will come in handy. Take this FREE copy of Skyways with you.

Flights FROM Skukuza Airport (SZK) TO:
SA 8930

Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA

10:30

11:05

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8945

Skukuza to Londolozi

11:15

11:30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

SA 8945

Skukuza via Londolozi to Arathusa

11:15

11:50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

SA 8968

Skukuza to Ngala

14:30

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8861

Johannesburg to Skukuza 		

10:50

											

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

											

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

SA 8933

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Skukuza via Ulusaba to Arathusa

14:45

15:20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											
SA 8933

Skukuza to Ulusaba

14:45

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Flights TO Skukuza Airport FROM:
SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8930

Ngala via Ulusaba to Skukuza

11:20

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

Ulusaba to Skukuza

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8932

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

											

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8943

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

											

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8932

Ulusaba via Londolozi to Skukuza

13:35

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8943

Londolozi via Arathusa to Skukuza

13:50

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8932

Londolozi to Skukuza

13:55

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

SA 8943

Arathusa to Skukuza

14:10

14:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

Nelspruit KMIA via Arathusa to Skukuza

12:55

13:00

10:15
14:10

14:25

1
1

1

2
2

2

3
3

3

4
4

4

5

6

											
Nelspruit KMIA via Londolozi to Skukuza

10:00

5

6

											
SA 8962

4

5

6

13:30

3

4

5

Skukuza to Cape Town

2

3

4

Skukuza to Johannesburg

1

2

3

SA 8652

10:10

1

2

SA 8862

09:55

10:10

1

7

Londolozi to Skukuza

09:35

10:15

											
SA 8930

Arathusa via Londolozi to Skukuza

09:30

5

5

6
6

6

7

14:50

Ulusaba lodge strip (ULX) servicing: Ulusaba Rock, Ulusaba Cliff and Safari Lodge, Inyati, Leopard Hills, Dulini Collection, Savanna, Idube
Flights FROM Ulusaba lodge strip (ULX) TO:
								
SA 8950

SA 8870

Nelspruit to Livingstone

11:35

											

Ulusaba via Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA

SA 8258

Nelspruit to Vilankulos

11:35

											

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

											

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

											

SA 8506

Nelspruit to Durban

15:10

SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8932

SA 8866

Skukuza to Johannesburg

14:50

Ulusaba to Skukuza
Ulusaba via Londolozi to Skukuza

09:50

10:00

10:40

10:15

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

13:35

14:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12:55

13:25

1

2

3

4

5

6

Flights TO Ulusaba FROM:
SA 8932

7

SA 8507

Durban to Nelspruit on Mon, Wed and Fri		

08:05

											

Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

											

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8933

SA 8651

Cape Town to Skukuza		

13:05

SA 8865

Johannesburg to Skukuza		

14:10

Skukuza to Ulusaba

14:45

15:00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											

Phinda lodge strip (PZL) servicing: Phinda, Thanda, Rocktail Bay
Flights FROM Pinda (PZL) TO:
SA 8960

SA 8870

Nelspruit to Livingstone

11:35

											

Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA

SA 8258

Nelspruit to Vilankulos

11:35

											

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

											

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

											

SA 8506

Nelspruit to Durban

15:10

SA 8960

7

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Arathusa

13:00

											

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Londolozi

13:00

											

SA 8932

Nelspruit KMIA to Ulusaba

12:55

											

SA 8943

Nelspruit KMIA to Skukuza

13:00

Phinda to Nelspruit KMIA

10:00

10:00

11:05

11:05

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

Flights TO Phinda FROM:
SA 8961

Ngala via Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

12:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8961

Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

13:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

											
SA 8961

Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

13:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

SA 8841

Johannesburg to Nelspruit KMIA 		

11:55

SA 8663

Cape Town to Nelspruit arriving 		

12:35

SA 8945

Londolozi to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8945

Arathusa to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8945

Skukuza to Nelspruit KMIA		

12:30

											

SA 8950

Ulusaba to Nelspruit KMIA		

10:40

Flights FROM Ngala (NGL) TO:
SA 8962

7

SA 8652

Skukuza to Cape Town

11:20

											

SA 8862

Skukuza to Johannesburg

13:30

SA 8961

Ngala to Skukuza

12:55

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6

7

SA 8664

Nelspruit to Cape Town

13:15

SA 8842

Nelspruit to Johannesburg

13:35

Ngala via Nelspruit KMIA to Phinda

12:20

10:15

											
SA 8961

Ngala to Nelspruit KMIA

09:30

6

12:20

14:35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

Flights TO Ngala FROM:
SA 8960

Phinda Via Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala

10:00

12:15

1

2

3

4

5

6

7				

SA 8960

Nelspruit KMIA to Ngala

11:35

12:10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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SA8843

Johannesburg to Nelspruit		

10:50

SA8930

Skukuza to Nelspruit 		

11:05

Applicable fare rules apply. 20kg checked baggage, soft bag only. 7kg hand baggage, soft bag only. Free luggage storage facilities available at Skukuza Airport and Nelspruit KMIA.
These exclusive services are restricted to applicable lodges and their guests.
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By looking for
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waters,
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down there
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Drought stricken
wine harvest delivers
superb quality
Text by Lorraine Immelman and Emile Joubert
Photographs supplied by Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards
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A

mong the wines that will be judged at this year's
Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards
will be those made from the 2019 vintage.
What can be expected of a year that was deemed as
challenging due to the Western Cape's notorious dry
weather conditions of late?
Those in the wine world often have to field questions as to the
importance of attaching every wine to a vintage, each bottle
identifying the contents as originating in, say, 1998, 2001 or 2019.
What's the deal with the vintages?
Nature determines the wine
The primary reason is that wine is a product of the natural cycle
experienced in the vineyard during the year leading up to the date
of the harvest of the grapes, we know that no two years' weather
conditions are ever the same. So, seeing that the climatic conditions
experienced in a vineyard for 52 weeks, 12 months and four seasons
are going to differ every year, the quality and character of the wine
made from the grapes will also vary year-to-year. Nature determines
the wine. Simple as that.
Hence the year of vintage on the label: it tells the consumer to attach
that wine to a specific year's vintage character, as well as to get an
indication as to how old the wine is when purchased or consumed.
Which brings us to the 2019 vintage of South African wine, the
details of which were released recently, and yes, the infamous lack
of rain and water played a profound role here.
2019 Harvest a record low since 2005
The South African wine grape harvest hit a record low in 2019, mainly
due to the preceding drought and fluctuating weather conditions
during the season. This year's wine grape crop was estimated at 1
225 620 tonnes: it may only be 1.4% smaller than last year, but the
crop has shrunk for the second consecutive year, resulting in 2019
representing a record low since 2005.
So it is official. Just listen to Francois Viljoen, viticulture consultation
service manager at Vinpro, which represents 2 500 South African
wine grape producers, wineries and wine-related businesses: "It
has been a trying year for our wine grape producers and wineries.
A decline in area under vines and challenging weather conditions
contributed to the smaller harvest. Although most regions received
good rainfall during the season, the after-effects of the preceding
three-year drought was still visible, and vineyards and soils will take
some time to recover. The drought was still lingering during the
post-harvest period, which meant many producers couldn't apply
crucial post-harvest irrigation. As a result, leaves fell early, and vines
couldn't accumulate the reserves needed to carry them through the
season, which in turn affected the berry set and growth."
Severe weather fluctuations during bud break and flowering,
followed by cool, windy conditions during the set, contributed to
less and uneven bunches and smaller berries.
"2019 tells the tale of two harvesting seasons – the first easy with
good weather conditions and great grape analyses up until the
end of February, and the second challenging, characterised by
slow ripening following cold, rainy weather in March," Viljoen says.
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However, it is not all doom
and gloom: what you win on
the swings, you gain on the
roundabouts. So, despite the
smaller crop, wine lovers can
expect excellent quality wines
from the 2019 vintage.

The reason for his is that in dry years, the bunches of grapes bear
small berries due to the lack of water to swell them out. Also, the
smaller these berries are the higher concentration of flavours. In
general, thus, the 2019 wines are showing good acidity, sugar and
elegance which bodes well for quality once the bottling begins.
The harvesting season kicked off a little later than usual, with warm
weather as reflected in the initial grape analyses. The harvest
became more challenging, however, as cool, wet conditions
dominated from the end of February through March. Many cultivars
that ripen later in the season, especially red varietals, struggled to
accumulate sugar and were ripe at lower sugar levels.
However, what do the winemakers say?
One of the - no the – most challenging harvest in his winemaking
career, says Neethlingshof cellarmaster, De Wet Viljoen of
Harvest 2019 on this famous Stellenbosch estate. Neethlingshof
has 99ha of vineyards and with its location - facing south-east
towards False Bay - is recognised as being one of the premier
cool-climate estates in the Stellenbosch region.
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"The erratic climate conditions caused a figurative perfect storm
during this year's season," says Viljoen. "But now that the wines are
showing themselves, whether in the bottle or maturing in barrel,
the challenges have resulted in some truly superb wines."
The reason is that the temperatures dropped in March, allowing
the red grape varieties, that ripen later than the whites, to spend
more time on the vine accruing terrific flavours.
"With these low sugars the red wines are low in alcohol and
very elegant in their youth," says De Wet. "With alcohol being a
preservative, we had to work carefully in the cellar to prevent
the onset of spoilage, but that is what winemakers are trained
to do. The wines ageing in oak are showing restraint and classic
nuances, and we are eagerly watching their development.
Johann de Wet, CEO of De Wetshof Estate in Robertson said that
despite the drought, De Wetshof's famous Chardonnay vineyards
produced fruit of excellent quality. "Out in Robertson, some 160km
from Cape Town, conditions are very different," he says. "We had a
nice, cool spring leading to balanced ripening without excessive
acids or any of those heat-waves in early summer that can put

JOHANN DE WET, CEO OF DE WETSHOF ESTATE

everything out of kilter. Moreover, being able to harvest most of
our fruit at night and early morning, we get it into the cellar fresh
and healthy. You can taste it in this year's wines!"
In summary: the results of vintage 2019 will soon be seen. In
August 30 internationally acclaimed wine and spirits experts will
draw together in Stellenbosch as this year's judging of the
Michelangelo International Wine & Spirits Awards gets underway.
Here the connoisseurs will have their say on the 2019 wines put
before them, and – as they say in the classics – the proof is in the
pudding!

DE WET VILJOEN, CELLAR MASTER AT NEETHLINGSHOF

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MICHELANGELO
INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRITS AWARDS, VISIT:
http://www.michelangeloawards.com
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PUZZLES

sudoku

Try the addictive game of Sudoku. The aim is to fill
each block with a number from 1 to 9. Each number
must not appear more than once in each row, column
and square.
If you can’t finish this puzzle during your flight,
please take this free copy of Skyways with you.
Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume 8, Book 5
The cabin attendant will make sure that the next
passengers get their own magazine, with a clean
Sudoku for them to puzzle over!

Sudoku #5

Sudoku #5

medium

© 2014 KrazyDad.com

4

2
3 9

4 6

2

5 2
5 7
3
4

5
3 4
8

7 6

9

2
8

1

© 2014 KrazyDad.com

6x6 Battleships
by Krazydad,
Volume
5, Book
8
6x6 Battleships
by Krazydad,
Volume
5, Book
8

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

battleship

Medium

Easy

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.

Puzzles supplied by Krazydad, www.krazydad.com

2
5

6

Use it to identify the next square you should solve. Or use
the answers
#13 page
Battleships
is stuck.
a solitaire version of the classic #13
if you really get
4 1
4
1
strategy game in which you must locate and sink
a hidden fleet.
4
4
The numbers indicate the number of squares
in each row/column that contain a ship or ship 1
1
segment. Clues may indicate water, specific ships,
3
3
or parts of ships.
Circles indicate submarines (one-square ships).
2
Semicircles indicate ends of larger ships. Large 2
squares indicate ship middles. Diamonds are
2
2
unspecified ship pieces. The complete list of ships
is shown on the right side of the puzzle. No ship 2
2
may touch another ship, even diagonally.

"To vacillate or not to vacillate, that is the question ... or is it?"

easy

4

"Camping is nature's way of promoting the motel business."
-- Dave Barry

5
3
8 7 6 9 1
2
1 3 5 6
9 1
6
1
8
8
2 3
4 9 5 1
2
6 3 4 5 9
8
6
5

Challenging Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 8, Book 5

1
4

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify the next square
should solve. Or use the answers page
#14you#14
if you really get stuck.

40

40

4

4

4

4

0

0

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

© 2016 KrazyDad.com
© 2016 KrazyDad.com

40

10

1
5

50

40

4

© 2016 KrazyDad.com
© 2016 KrazyDad.com

Answers on page 95
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REVIEWS

The length of time a marine iguana
can hold its breath under water.

Media

CHOICE
This month: magic, murder,ED’S
romance,
accordions and Welshmen

The Magic Strings
of Frankie Presto by
Mitch Albom
A fantastically entertaining epic tale, The
Magic Strings of Frankie Presto could
succinctly be described as Forrest Gump
meets The Book Thief – with guitars.
Frankie Presto is a wonderful character,
a child from a tough background who,
using an almost unmatched musical talent,
rises to greatness, if not middle-of-theroad fame. Author Mitch Albom weaves
Frankie’s life through real-life international
timelines, placing him at milestone events

The Sinner: Season One
(16LVSD)
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Beginning with a sickeningly
violent twist in the first episode,
this Netflix series explores the fate
of a young mother (Jessica Biel)
who does something entirely out
of character, and the reasons for
her brutal act. Bill Pullman plays
a detective who, though he has
plenty of issues of his own, is
sensitive enough to understand
that there is far more going on
than superficial evidence suggests.
As the series progresses and small
revelations come to light each
episode, it’s possible to understand
that what seems inhumane and
indefensible to begin with is
actually the result of acts that, for
the heartlessness involved, can
be judged as even more vile.

and having him meet – often
by bizarre chance – famous
people who readers will
already feel they know.
Presto is a complex, flawed
character; a sensitive artist
exposed to the trials of
huge celebrity and a sweet,
approachable man with a
somewhat tortured psyche. It’s
a story that can be appreciated
on many levels – for the skill
and imagination in the writing
but also for the fascinating dips into history
and certainly, for music fans with any sort
of general knowledge, for the nods towards
vibrant personalities, interesting trends and

The Big Sick (16DLPS)

Romantic comedies are
everywhere, and cross-cultural
romcoms fill a fairly hefty chunk of
the genre. Starting out as the latter,
with the charming and enormously
funny Kumail Nanjiani as the focal
point as a wannabe comedian
working as an Uber driver to make
ends meet, The Big Sick would
have ticked all the boxes as a
solid, mainstream comedy even
if it had not been brave enough
to take a right-angle turn halfway
through. That involves a romantic
partner suffering from a serious
illness, and Nanjiani’s decision to
commit to her adds an affecting
dose of drama to the story. It’s
a formula that strays from the
established Hollywood blueprint
and which is all the better for it.

historic events that altered the
course of popular culture as it
happened in reality, and which
would have done so even
more had Frankie Presto been
involved. The supernatural
element suggested by the
title is yet another successful
thread – one that could be
clumsy and frustrating if
badly handled, but which in
Albom’s hand is lyrical, adding
to the transcendent quality
of music in general and of the imagined,
life-changing talent of this narrative’s
protagonist specifically. A book to re-read
and pass down to new generations.

Kongos: 1929 – Part One

Like so many albums that don’t
peddle in straight pop, 1929 –
Part One seems to have different
personae depending on when you’re
listening to it or what sort of mood
you’re in at the time. On a first spin,
the collection sounds more heavily
reliant on electronic sounds than
previous albums, and relatively
subdued in terms of mood. Commit
a little, though, and the unique
energy Kongos are able to generate
with their unusual melange of
guitars, accordions, synths and
off-kilter rhythms soon emerges.
Wild Hearts and Real Life are the
quiet soul of the album, recalling
Kings of Leon and The Lumineers
respectively and both gently
considering the consequences
of ill-advised decisions.

Over the Top and Back by
Tom Jones
As big and robust as its subject,
Tom Jones’ autobiography
stands out for the clear-eyed,
unpretentious way in which the
singer relates his story. He starts
the book at a point where he is
playing awful rooms in depressing
American strip malls, a million miles
away from the glamour readers
might associate with his reputation.
Jones takes responsibility for the
bad decisions he made as he came
up through the ranks, and the
moments he wishes he could’ve
gone back to. There is also, of
course, the music – the huge hits
and unexpected misses; and the
graft needed to make it in the first
place and to get back to the summit
between less successful periods.
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FOOD & DRINK

Sticky Asian chicken
and mushroom
pancakes with plum
dipping sauce

Classy canapés
Prepare these delicious and elegant
snacks with minimal fuss
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Sticky Asian chicken and mushroom
pancakes with plum dipping sauce

Large brown mushrooms stuffed with
caramelised red onion chicken and basil

Serves four.
1. Place the olive oil, soya sauce, sherry, five-spice
powder, garlic and sugar into a frying pan. Gently
heat the mixture until the sugar dissolves, then
bring to the boil and let the mixture bubble for a
minute.
2. Cut the cooked chicken and mushrooms into
strips and add to the pan. Cook, stirring, for three
to four minutes or until the chicken is hot and
sticky.
3. Heat the Chinese pancakes according to the
packet instructions.
4. Serve the chicken and mushrooms with the spring
onion, cucumber and pancakes all neatly arranged
into piles on a platter with a bowl of plum sauce.
Each person should place a little chicken and lots
of vegetables in each pancake, and then roll it up
and dip it into the plum sauce.

Serves four.
1. Heat the 10mℓ olive oil in a small saucepan. Sauté
the onion until glossy. Add the chicken and sauté
until just cooked. Add the sweet chilli sauce and
chutney. Season to taste with salt and freshly
ground black pepper. Allow to simmer over a low
heat for 15 minutes until the onion is caramelised
and the chicken is tender.
2. Brush the 20mℓ olive oil over the outside of
the mushrooms and remove the stalks. Fill the
mushrooms with the chicken filling. Place onto a
grid over hot coals and allow the mushrooms to
braai until tender.
3. Serve with fresh basil leaves, rocket and shavings
of parmesan cheese.
Text and images | Recipes courtesy South African
Mushroom Farmers Association (SAMFA)

• 5mℓ olive oil
• 60mℓ soya sauce
• 60mℓ sherry
• 2.5mℓ Chinese
five-spice powder
• 10mℓ garlic, crushed
• 5mℓ sugar
• 250g chicken, cooked
• 200g fresh oyster
mushrooms
• 8 Chinese pancakes,
shop-bought
• 6 spring onions,
sliced
• ½ cucumber,
julienned
• Bottle of shopbought plum sauce

Large brown
mushrooms stuffed
with caramelised
red onion chicken
and basil
• 10mℓ olive oil
• 1 red onion, sliced
• 2 skinless and
boneless chicken
breasts, sliced
• 20mℓ sweet
chilli sauce
• 20mℓ fruit chutney
• 4 large portobello
mushrooms
• 20mℓ olive oil
• 1 handful rocket
• Basil leaves
• Parmesan cheese
shavings

Mixing
it up

Five trends for cocktail
fans to look out for
Simplification and innovation
Overly complicated, sugar-forward cocktails have given
way to a resurgence of the classics – with modern twists.
Infusions, fermentation, bitter and savoury flavours are
becoming more popular.
Denzel Heath of Mootee Bar explains that“recent years
have shown an ever-increasing trend of homemade
ingredients such as liqueurs and infusions,” and Copper
Monkey owner George Hunter adds that “as far as
drinks go, where bitters used to be a standard, it’s now
becoming a more sought-after ingredient.”

Gin
Gin saw a lot of hype in 2018 and is still a massive trend.
“Gin used to be seen as the older generation’s spirit, but
younger generations have caught on and they’ve created
a demand for imported and locally crafted gin. However,
the current generation want radical differences to the
usual gin classics,” says Hunter.
Heath adds, “The gin category is ever-growing, with
new brands being launched every week. Hand-in-hand
with every new brand comes a signature cocktail. The
category shows no sign of immediate decline, so expect
to see many more G&T menus.”

Sustainability
With the new wave of environmentally aware consumers,
the demand for conscious cocktails is growing. Most
SA bars have reduced general and food waste and are
recycling, banning the use of plastic, using sustainable
ingredients, and reusing ingredients as new elements.

Heath explains: “Sustainability in bars has become
more of a focal point for operators – not only from an
environmental perspective, but also to ensure increased
profit margins.”
Hunter adds, “Sustainability also encompasses the
welfare of staff – encouraging healthier lifestyles,
healthier eating and exercise as the F&B (food and
beverage) industry is extremely demanding.”

For more
information, go to
angosturabitters.com.

Low to no ABV
The world has seen a steep rise in demand for decent
low-ABV (alcohol by volume) and alcohol-free drinks,
largely spearheaded by the younger generation. A
mocktail classic – the rock shandy – is still the first
choice in South African restaurants and country clubs.
Heath says, “Responsible drinking is a global
phenomenon and ‘low to no ABV’ cocktails as a category
is being cemented into the world’s best cocktail menus.”

Rum
Rum-based drinks are to become the order of the day.
Writer Leah van Deventer says that “Internationally,
strong drinks are back in fashion, which goes in the
opposite direction of the gin and low-ABV trend, but it
would be great if this trickled down to South Africa. This
may happen, as rum is on the rise locally. As consumers
begin to understand that rum can be as good as whisky,
they’ll start demanding quality rum cocktails, made with
fresh fruits, homemade syrups, tinctures and good bitters.”
Text | Supplied Photography | German Gonzalez Stock
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18 acres

The area covered by the amount of pizza
that Americans eat daily.

Did you

4.

5.

Try out your general knowledge with this
month’s quiz
Questions
1. Which king in Greek mythology was
cursed to push a boulder up a hill for
eternity, only for it to roll all the way
back down once he neared the top?
2. Canadian singer Celine Dion

3.

represented which country at the
1988 Eurovision Song Contest, where
she won with Ne Partez Pas Sans
Moi?
Which island in the Indian Ocean
is the only place in the world that

6.

7.

8.

native lemurs can be found?
Which Venetian merchant inspired
the Book Of The Marvels Of The
World, describing his travels to the
court of Kublai Khan in China, and
across much of Asia?
Who travelled to locations such as
Brobdingnag, Luggnagg and Lilliput in
a 1726 satirical book by Irish writer
Jonathan Swift?
Which legendary quarterback was
picked as the overall 199th pick (6th
round) in the 2000 NFL Draft?
Batavia is the former, colonial name
of which major South-East Asian
capital city?
Which famous English actor
played butler Alfred Pennyworth
in Christopher Nolan's Dark
Knight series of Batman movies?
Clue to 16
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1865

The year in which – in February – no full moon was seen (the
only month in recorded history in which this has occurred).

Answers

18.

19.

20.

Text | Courtesy of www.businessballs.com
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6x6 Battles

Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Volume

Sudoku #2
3 9 1 5
7 4 6 3
2 5 8 7
5 2 3 6
4 8 7 9
6 1 9 2

2 8 4 6 7
2 4 9 7
1 9 5 8 2
9 6 8 2
6 4 3 9 1
6 7 3 5 1
4 7 9 1 8
3 5 1 2 4
5 1 6 2 3
2 4 5 7 8
8 3 7 4 5
1 8 9 6 3
9 3 7 1 6
9 3 2 1 7 6 8 5 4
Battleships
by Krazydad, Volume
1 6 4 5,
8 Book
3 5 28 7 9
7 6 8 4 9
Challenging Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume
8 7 5 4 9 2 1 3 6
8 1 2 3 5
#10
Sudoku #2
8 1 9 6 4 5 3 7 2
4 9 8 5 7
#11
Sudoku #4
2 5 7 3 1 8 6 9 4
3 1 6 9 4
5 2 7 3 6 9 4 1 8
9 1 5 3 4
3 4 6 9 2 7 1 8 5
7 5 2 1 3
6 4 3 8 7 1 2 5 9
5 2 9 8 6
9 7 2 1 8 4 5 6 3
2 3 1 4 8
8 1 9 2 4 5 7 6 3
3 8 1 7 2
4 6 8 5 9 3 7 2 1
1 8 5 7 6
3 5 2 4 9 6 8 7 1
7 5 4 1 9
5 6 9 3 2
1 3 5 7 6 2 9 4 8
7 9 1 5 8 2 3 4 6
1 6 8 2 3
6 9 4 2 3 1 8 5 7
8 7 4 2 5
4 8 6 7 1 3 9 2 5
8 4 6 5 7
7 2 3 8 5 6 4 1 9
9 4 7 6 1
9 7 5 1 3 4 6 8 2
4 7 3 9 1
5 8 1 4 7 9 2 3 6
6 2 3 8 9
1 3 4 6 2 8 5 9 7
6 3 2 4 8
2 6 8 9 5 7 1 3 4
2 9 7 6 5
#12
Sudoku #4
4 6 5 2 8 1 3 9 7
2 8 3 7 1
#13
Battleship
Sudoku #6
7 8 9 5 4 3 2 1 6
1 3 6 5 8
3 8 4 5 6 7 2 9 1
9 5 7 2 8
2 3 1 6 7 9 8 5 4
5 7 4 2 9
1 9 5 2 8 4 3 6 7
7 6 9 1 4
6 2 8 1 5 4 7 3 9
7 6 9 3 5
6 7 2 3 1 9 4 8 5
4 1 3 5 6
1 4 7 9 3 2 5 6 8
3 2 8 4 7
2 4 3 8 7 5 6 1 9
1 8 2 6 5
9 5 3 8 6 7 4 2 1
4 9 1 6 2
9 6 8 1 4 2 5 7 3
6 4 8 9 3
8 1 6 4 2 5 9 7 3
6 5 2 9 4
5 1 7 6 9 3 8 4 2
2 3 4 7 1
3 9 2 7 1 8 6 4 5
8 4 7 1 3
4 3 1 9 5 8 7 2 6
8 2 6 3 7
5 7 4 3 9 6 1 8 2
9 1 5 8 6
8 5 6 7 2 1 9 3 4
5 9 1 8 2
3 7 5 4 9
7 2 9 4 3 6 1 5 8
#14
Sudoku #6
9 1 7 2 4 6 8 3 5
6 5 2 9 1
Sudoku #8
#15
3 6 5 7 9 8 2 1 4
3 9 7 6 5
1 4 3 2 7 6 9 5 8
5 4 2 8 9
2 4 8 5 3 1 6 7 9
7 2 8 3 4
2 6 9 5 8 1 4 3 7
1 7 5 6 3
1 7 9 8 5 4 3 2 6
5 3 9 1 2
5 8 7 3 4 9 2 6 1
9 3 4 7 1
6 2 3 1 7 9 4 5 8
1 4 5 7 8
6 1 2 9 3 8 5 7 4
6 8 3 4 2
5 8 4 3 6 2 7 9 1
8 7 6 4 3
4 3 5 1 6 7 8 2 9
4 9 7 1 8
4 6 1 2 9
7 9 1 4 8 3 5 6 2
7 9 8 4 2 5 6 1 3
7 2 9 5 6
4 5 6 9 2 7 1 8 3
2 1 3 8 7
3 2 1 6 9 4 7 8 5
8 1 6 3 5
8 3 2 6 1 5 9 4 7
9 8 4 5 6
8 5 4 7 1 2 3 9 6
3 5 1 2 7
9 7 6 8 5 3 1 4 2
2 6 8 9 4
#16
Sudoku #8
5 1 8 3 6 9 07419 2 7
3 2 7 5 8
5

4

Easy

Easy

#9

Clue to 4

Medium

17.

Medium

16.

 

15.

Solutions to Sudoku and Battleship.
Puzzles on page 104.

14.

Get the answer

13.

Denali
The Church of Scientology
Nikola Tesla
Oysters
The War of the Worlds
Frida Kahlo
Zorro

12.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Answers 9

Sudoku #1
8 6 1 3
7 3 5 1
2 9 4 8
6 8 7 9
3 1 9 6
5 4 2 7
4 5 8 2
to 16 1 2 36x65
Answers
9 7 6 4
Sudoku #1
3 2 1 6
Sudoku #3
5 8 7 2
2 6 8 7
6 9 4 8
1 3 7 4
9 5 6 7
5 9 4 6
2 4 3 9
6 8 2 3
7 1 8 4
4 7 5 9
1 6 9 3
9 1 3 2
8 3 2 5
8 2 6 5
4 7 5 1
7 5 9 1
3 4 1 8
Sudoku #3
6 4 5 9
Sudoku #5
Sudoku
2 9 7 4
6 1 4 3
8 1 3 6
5 3 2 8
1 2 4 8
8 7 9 2
9 5 6 1
3 4 7 9
3 7 8 5
2 5 1 7
7 8 1 3
9 8 6 5
5 6 9 2
4 9 5 1
4 3 2 7
7 6 3 4
1 2 8 6
Sudoku #5
3 4 7 8
Sudoku #7
8 2 1 4
1 3 7 6
6 5 9 1
4 2 9 8
7 8 4 6
5 6 8 2
2 6 3 9
7 9 1 5
9 1 5 2
2 5 6 3
5 7 8 3
8 4 3 1
4 9 6 5
9 7 2 4
1 3 2 7
6 8 4 9
3 1 5 7
Sudoku #7
4 6 9 1

Jakarta
Michael Caine
Star Wars
Liberia
Ron Howard
Costa Rica
The blue whale

11.

Answers 9 to 16

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

10.

Tatooine, Naboo and Alderaan are
fictional planets depicted in which scifi movie series, which began in 1977?
George Weah, 1995 FIFA World Player
of the Year, became president of
which West African country in 2018?
Who played teenager Richie
Cunningham in the American
sitcom Happy Days from 1974 to
1984, before going on to direct
movies such as Apollo 13, The Da
Vinci Code and A Beautiful Mind, for
which he won Best Director at the
2002 Academy Awards?
The name of which Central American
#9
nation translates literally into English
as ‘rich coast’, after Christopher
Columbus noted the natives wearing
large quantities of gold jewellery?
Which is the largest creature in the
order Artiodactyla, also known as the
even-toed ungulates?
To what was Mt McKinley, the largest
mountain in the US and the state
of Alaska, officially renamed by the
American government in 2015?
Tom Cruise is a notable proponent of
which modern religious movement,
#11
the church of which was founded by
L. Ron Hubbard in 1952?
Though Thomas Edison invented
direct current (DC), which Serbian
inventor's alternating current (AC)
became the primary electrical
delivery method to businesses and
premises?
What is placed into a pocket of
beef in order to make a ‘carpetbag
steak’?
In which book by HG Wells do aliens
land in the area around the town#13
of
Woking, in Surrey, England?
Which Mexican artist is well known
for her self-portraits, such as her
1938 piece The Frame, which is
currently exhibited in Paris?
Which masked vigilante, created
by American writer John McCulley,
derives his name from the Spanish
word for ‘fox’?

The portion of the land in the US
owned by the government.

Answers
1. Sisyphus
2. Switzerland
3. Madagascar
4. Marco Polo
5. Gulliver
6. Tom Brady

9.
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talespin

Talk to
strangers!

Live and learn on the go as you interact with your fellow travellers

I’m your biggest nightmare. I’m the guy who sits next to
you on the plane and starts a conversation with you. Despite
yourself, you will chat to me and find me engaging and, to your
surprise, the flight will pass more quickly than you could’ve
imagined. We’ll exchange contact details on arrival and we
might be in touch in the future. Or we might never see each
other again. And we both will be richer for our chat.
Follow Howard
Feldman on Facebook:
facebook.com/
howard.feldman.75

96
07 19

I like people. And mostly, I find them interesting. Everyone
has a story. You just have to find out what it is.
One does have to be slightly wary of over-sharers. Like
the stranger who told me about his low sperm count
before take-off. I didn’t feel that that level of intimacy was
necessary that early on. I wondered if perhaps he shouldn’t
have waited until the seatbelt sign had been turned off
and we had enjoyed our first whisky together. Either way,
I believe that his issue has now been resolved and he is
currently the proud father of two young boys.
Travel broadens our minds – if we let it. It’s not just about
the destination and the geography but also about the
people we encounter along the way. All we have to do is
take off our headphones in order to discover new worlds.
Business trips are not easy. As glamorous as they might
sound, the process of leaving family, the worry about what
you have forgotten, and the anxious passport/wallet/
cellphone pat-down is stressful. And all of this doesn’t take
into account the work that needs to be accomplished.

This is why it is vital, each day, to do something for
yourself. Whether it is a walk along a famous road, a run
along a lake, a coffee at a quaint café, or a drink along a
boulevard, the knowledge that every day there is an hour
that is just for you is vital. It ensures that you don’t get
lost, that you value yourself and that you have the time to
remind yourself about why you love what you do.
Connect with your family. They know you’re there
for work. But that doesn’t mean that you’re out of their
thoughts. Send WhatsApp photos. Send voice notes. Take
the family with you on your travels.
Bonus point, though: you don’t have to tell your partner
how much fun you’re having. I learned the hard way. On a
trip to London, I spoke to my wife. I was meeting a friend
for dinner and then getting an early night. I happened to
mention that I could get a ticket to a new show that had
just opened.“Go!” she insisted. So I went. And I did. And
I told her.
“Oh. Glad you could have the ‘best time’ without me!”
she said the next morning. “But you told me to go!” I
pleaded. “I know I did! But you didn’t need to have such
a good time.”
And so, from that day forward, I didn’t.
Travel is enriching and exciting. But it can also be
dangerous.
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